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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation was to examine

police cadets and analyze their achievement levels

while in the controlled environment of the Houston

Police Academy. Specifically, the investigator sought

to determine the level of achievement by police cadets

who possessed, (1) No military service and 60 or more

semester hours of college, (2) Military service and 0

semester hours of college, or (3) Military service and

1-59 semester hours of college.

A statistical design was employed utilizing a one-

way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with a post-hoc

Scheffe' test to determine significance at the .05

level. The investigation utilized a five year

stratified random sample with an "N" count of 273. The

investigation examined cadets scores on their: Reading

Comprehension Test, State Licensing (TCLEOSE) Test,

Civil Service Test, Academic Average, Driving Skill

Average, and Firearms Skill Average.

xii



The investigation revealed that cadets with no

military service and 60 or more semester hours of

college had statistically significant higher scores

than cadets with prior military service and 0 semester

hours of college on the: Reading Comprehension Test,

State Licensing (TCLEOSE) Test, Civil Service Test, and

Academic Average. There was not a statistically

significant difference between any group in relation to

Driving Skill Averages. Finally, cadets who had prior

military service and 1-59 semester hours of college had

statistically significant higher scores on their

Firearms Skill Averages than non-military cadets.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The value of higher education is its ability to equip

individuals to think and analyze situations theoretically as

well as diagnose the task at hand. Higher education raises a

person's communication abilities and interpersonal skills,

enhancing their professional persona. These skills are vital

in a career in law enforcement where an officer has the

capability of depriving a citizen of their life, liberty,

and freedom.

Police officers in America carry out their duties in a

dynamic, diverse, and free society. They must balance the

rights of an individual with the laws imposed by

governmental entities. The police officer in modern America

must be a social worker, counselor, investigator, community

liaison, drug expert, peace protector, and arresting

officer. It is of paramount importance that police officers

conduct themselves as sensitive professionals while

enforcing the laws of society.

1
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It is toward this need for professional police officers

that a significant body of literature has been developed and

researched over the past thirty years. Scholars point to

Lyndon Johnson's establishment of the Presidents Commission

on Crime in 1967, as the foundation, which the professional

police officer was built. The commission called for higher

education as a prerequisite for being a professional police

officer. Grant (1995) extracted the following poignant quote

from the commission's report. "One incompetent officer can

trigger a riot, permanently damage the reputation of a

citizen, or alienate a community against a police

department" (p. 125).

Because of the 1967 Presidential Commission, leaders in

the field of criminal justice such as Lee P. Brown, D.L.

Carter, A.D. Sapp, D.W. Stevens, and Patrick Murphy had a

national platform to conduct studies, establish task forces,

and speak out on the need for higher education to

professionalize the American police force. The quest toward

a broad minded, well-educated police officer has taken root

and proliferated in the subsequent thirty years.

The impetus of this investigation was to examine higher

education as an essential component for a career in law

enforcement. As with any large metropolitan law enforcement



agency the preparing of officers begins with the basic

training, which is conducted in a police academy.

More specifically, the investigator examined the Houston

Police Academy, which is charged with the responsibility of

training Houston Police Officers. The academy is an

intensive twenty-six week program designed to turn new

recruits (cadets) into officers. While the cadets are in the

academy, they are given a series of internal and external

examinations as well as technical skills tests to measure

their mastery of concepts and skills.

Statement of the Problem

To determination whether or not there was a

statistically significant difference between the achievement

level at the Houston Police Academy between cadets who have

sixty hours or more college credit and cadets who are

admitted via the military service waiver. The statement of

the problem was evaluated by grouping police cadets into

three differing levels of education and/or military service.

The groups included those with sixty or more college hours,

0 college hours and 1-59 college hours. The investigator

measured the achievement levels of these three differing

groups.



Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the investigation was to compare the

level of achievement by cadets who have, no military service

and sixty hours or more college credit to cadets who have

military service and either 0 hours or 1-59 hours of college

credit. The three differing groups were measured on their

reading comprehension examination, State Board of Licensing,

Civil Service examination, academic performance, driving

skills, and firearms performance.

Significance of Study

Prior to 1991, a prospective police cadet had to have

a minimum of sixty hours college credit to enter the Houston

Police Academy. However, shortly after the Gulf War in 1991,

the Houston City Council passed an ordinance exempting

military personnel from the sixty-hour requirement.

It has now been over seven years (February 6, 1991)

since the Houston City Council passed the ordinance

repealing the sixty-hour minimum college requirement that

had been in effect since October 5, 1989 (Robinson, 1991).

This was the first investigation into the achievement levels

of those individuals who entered the Academy via the

military waiver.

4
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The investigation into the military waiver as an

entrance method into the Houston Police Academy was a worthy

endeavor and provided new knowledge in the field of

educational research and law enforcement. The research sheds

some insight as to whether or not there was a statistically

significant difference in the level of achievement between

cadets who were admitted to the Houston Police Academy by

their educational credentials or the military waiver.

Research Ouestions

The following research questions are in this study.

1. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the reading comprehension

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

2. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect state licensing scores by

cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

3. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect Civil Service scores by

cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

4. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the academic average scores

by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?



5. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the driving skills average

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

6. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the firearms skills average

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested in this

investigation.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding reading comprehension

scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding state licensing

scores.

6
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Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding Civil Service scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding academic average

scores.

Hos: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding driving skills

average scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 college hours regarding firearms skills

average scores.



Assumptions

The following basic assumptions were considered to

insure the validity of the investigation.

1. It was assumed that all subjects who took the

examinations being investigated answered to the best

of their ability.

2. It was assumed that all subjects were randomly drawn

from the population and the data captured has a

normal distribution.

3. It was assumed that all of the subjects selected for

the sample were homogeneous in nature insuring

subject similarity.

Delimitations The investigator was convinced that a

randomized stratified sample was accurate and sufficient to

validate and generalize to a larger population. The

population in this study was the five-year period that

includes all of the individuals who graduated between 1992

and 1996. To ensure that all subjects were subject to all of

the dependent variables certain individuals were delimited

from the investigation. Subjects not included in the

investigation include:

8
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1. All individuals who had military service and more

than sixty college hours (they could have entered

under either policy).

2. All previously certified peace officers (they did

not take all tests).

3. All non-graduates from the police academy (they may

not have taken all tests). However, the number of

cadets who did not graduate from either entrance

method is listed in Chapter 3. The low number of

non-graduates should not affect the results.

Limitations

It should be noted, however, that a sample is not an

entire population and may yield statistics that have a

slight margin of error. Moreover, it should be pointed out

that the examinations that each class took were similar in

difficulty and structure but was not the exact same

examinations. Additionally, this investigation studied only

one police department, the Houston Police Academy. Since

only the Houston Police Academy was examined the

investigation had a narrow scope and limited possible

generalizations to other police academies. Nonetheless, the

basic premise was sound and the methodology could be



replicated in other police academies. Finally, this study

focused on correlations between educational levels and

academy training performance not their field performance.

Definition of Terms

The following terms used in the study are defined.

Academic Average Scores. Academic standards in the

Houston Police Department are governed by state statute, but

are controlled by department policy. The academic testing

portion of the academy was standardized and consisted of

eight primary examinations and seven quizzes. The Academy

recognizes seventy percent as the minimum score to pass

examinations in all areas of academic training. The

examinations and quizzes are taken from the following

subjects (Webb, 1994):

Community service, communications, evidence,
patrol procedures, penal codes, psychology of
policing/stress management, fingerprint
identification, ethics, conflict resolution,
homicide investigation, sex crime investigation,
special thefts, narcotics investigation, offense
report writing, nutrition, forgery investigation,

interview and interrogation, robbery
investigation, human relations, juvenile
investigation, burglary and theft investigation,
crime scene protection and search, bomb threat

investigation, family violence, defensive driving,

officer safety/use of force, traffic laws,

emergency mobilization and crowd management, radio

procedures, jail operations, communications for

10
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the hearing impaired, computer aided dispatch,
crime analysis, hazardous material recognition and
response, emergency vehicle response and
liability, key map, laptop computer training,
toxicology, mental health warrants, courtroom
demeanor, recognizing and handling abnormal
people, UNISYS mainframe computer training, mobile
data terminal training, code of criminal
procedure, family law, DWI investigations, arrest,
search and seizure, laws of evidence, civil laws,
first responder, departmental general
orders/forms, and traffic collision investigation.
(p. 35)

Academy. The division within the Houston Police

Department charged with the responsibility of training

individuals to become police officers and providing in-

service training to incumbent officers and civilians.

Cadets. Newly hired personnel who are trained to become

police officers for the Houston Police Department.

Cadet Hiring Criteria. The basic criteria that must be

satisfied and met in order to become a Houston Police

Officer (HPD/Recruiting, 1994) includes:

1. Having a minimum of sixty college hours from an
accredited college or university with a "C"
average/or honorably discharged from the military.

2. Be 21-35 years of age.

3. Must be a citizen of the United States of America.

4. Have weight in proportion to height.

5. A valid driver's license and proof of liability

insurance.

11
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6. Overall driving record reflective of a history of
prudence and maturity in operating a motor vehicle.

7. Never convicted of a felony.

8. Stable credit history, family background, and
employment background. Character and reputation of
the highest order.

9. Free of any drug decencies.

10. Pass an extensive polygraph examination. (p. 1)

Civil Service Examination. Cadets are required to pass

the City of Houston, Civil Service examination prior to

graduation from the Houston Police Academy. The test is a

knowledge-based comprehensive examination given at the end

of the academy covering all subjects taught. The questions

are extracted from the Houston Police Academy test bank. The

examination must be passed with a score of at least seventy

percent in order to be licensed as certified Peace Officer

for the City of Houston.

Demographics. The demographics of the research included

both male and female cadets as well as various race and

ethnic groups.

Drivers Training. The drivers training components are

conducted at the Houston Police Academy. The driving portion

consists of fifty hours of hands-on and fourteen hours of

classroom instruction. The hands-on portion utilizes two

12
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different drivers tracks: a figure eight fast track designed

for performance driving and a precision pad where vehicle-

handling techniques are practiced at variant speeds and

obstacles.

The classroom portion included an eight-hour Defensive

Driving Course (DDC) and six hours of lecture on driving the

figure eight fast track and precision pad courses. All

cadets must have successfully completed this portion as part

of the training program. The Academy recognizes seventy

percent as the minimum score to pass examinations and master

skills in all areas of drivers training.

Firearms Training. All cadets must satisfactorily

complete the Tactical Firearms Training Program before they

graduate form the Houston Police Academy. The program

consisted of the successful completion of the Handgun

Qualification Course, Shotgun Qualification Course, Stress

course, Night Firing Course and the written examination. The

Academy recognizes seventy percent as the minimum score to

pass examinations and master skills in all areas of firearms

training.

Houston Police Department. The law enforcement agency

authorized and sanctioned under state law to maintain the

peace and dignity for the city limits of Houston, Texas.

13
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Length of the Academy. The Academy is an intensive

twenty-six week program consisting of numerous internal and

external examinations as well as technical tests to measure

mastery concepts.

Reading Comprehension Examination. The examination

consisted of paragraphs based on materials that cadets are

required to read and/or study in the police academy. The

individual must read the passage and then make logical

choices about what the paragraph means. The reading

comprehension examination is designed to measure the

person's ability to read and understand written English. The

examination is not designed to test their root knowledge of

law enforcement. It is very similar to the English

Proficiency Examination given by colleges and universities.

Each cadet must score at least a 15 on a standardized

reading comprehension examination in order to be admitted to

the Academy. A score of fifteen is equal to a minimum of a

ninth grade reading level. Four versions of the reading

comprehension examination were custom designed and validated

by Jeanneret and Dubin (1977) for the Houston Police

Department based on job content analysis. For the purpose of

scaling, all scores are translated into a 100 point scale in

order to match the other five examinations.

14
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ELLI2-LdggLaingE2Lndnatinn. Each cadet is required to

pass the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Officer

Standards and Education (TCLEOSE) examination prior to

graduation from the Houston Police Academy. This examination

must be passed with a score of at least seventy percent in

order to be licensed as certified Peace Officer for the

State of Texas. The content of the TCLEOSE curriculum

centers around thirty-three objectives which include the

following (TCLEOSE, 1997):

Fitness and Wellness, History of Policing,
Professionalism and Ethics, U.S. & Texas
Constitutions and Bill of Rights, Criminal Justice
System, Code of Criminal Procedure, Arrest, Search
& Seizure, Penal Code, Traffic Code, Civil Process
and Liability, Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code, Drug
Identification, Juvenile Issues, Stress Management
for Peace Officers, Field Note-taking,
Interpersonal Communications, Report Writing, Use
of Force Concepts, Strategies of Defense-Mechanics
of Arrest, Strategies of Defense-Firearms,
Emergency Medical Assistance, Emergency
Communications, Problem Solving and Critical
Thinking, Professional Police Driving,
Multicultural and Human Relations, Professional
Policing Approaches, Patrol, Victims of Crime,
Family Violence and Assault Offenses, Recognizing
and Interacting with Persons with Mental Illness
and Mental Retardation, Crowd Control Management,
Hazardous Materials Awareness, as well as

Criminal Investigation. (p. 3)

Organization of the Study

The investigation is organized into five chapters.

15
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Chapter one presents the introduction, statement of the

problem, purpose of the study, significance of the study,

research questions, hypotheses, assumptions, demographics,

delimitations, limitations, definition of terms and

organization of the study. Chapter two consists of a review

of literature, historical background, theoretical

background, and related research as well as a summary of

literature. Chapter three describes the design, sampling

procedures, independent and dependent variables,

instrumentation, collection of data and design summary.

Chapter four was where the investigator conducted an

analysis of the data gleaned from the study. Finally,

Chapter five consists of a research summary, findings,

discussion, conclusions and recommendations made from the

investigation.

16



Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The law enforcement officer in today's society is faced

with a myriad of tasks and responsibilities in preserving

the peace of their community. Law enforcement officers by

position have a great deal of power and must be trained to

temper that power with good judgement and values toward the

citizens they serve.

Emmons and Nutt (1995) paint a vivid picture of the

complex quagmire that the criminal justice system must

function in. They state, "Criminal justice is overwhelmed

with issues and controversies regarding values. The problem

of crime, its endemic nature in our society, the contest

between good and evil, the drama of risk and violence, the

coercive powers of police, courts and prisons, and the law

as a reflection of morality all speak to the importance of

value issues in criminal justice" (p. 147).

Saunders (1983) in More's Critical Issues in Law

17



enforcement points out, that without proper selection and

training, police officers are stereotyped as "dumb cops."

This stereotype needs to be shattered because ". . .law

enforcement is an occupation demanding a high order of

skills and intelligence" (p. 30).

This investigation looked at potential police officers

(cadets) and analyzes their achievement levels while in the

controlled environment of the Houston Police Academy.

Specifically, the investigator sought to determine the level

of achievement by police cadets who have no military service

and at least sixty hours or more college credit versus

cadets who have military service and either 0 hours or 1-59

hours of college credit. The three differing groups of

cadets were measured on their reading comprehension scores,

state licensing scores, civil service scores, academic

average scores, driving skills average scores, and firearms

average scores.

The hope of this investigation was to seek new

knowledge for the field of law enforcement and higher

education. Thereby, enlightening public policymakers and

educators alike in bench-marking the achievement levels of

those individuals who have attended the Houston Police

Academy.

18
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Historical Background

The historical quest toward reform and raising the

basic standards for becoming a police officer in America can

be traced back to the turn of the Twentieth Century.

(Kessler, 1994). Dantzker (1995) points to early reference

in 1917, where "August Vollmer proposed that a 36-month

college program in police education be completed by all

police officer candidates before going into active service"

(p.1). Since that proposal, several commissions have

promoted Vollmer's concept of college education.

Swanson (1988) named three commissions that made

significant impact on the future of law enforcement: the

Wickersham Commission, 1931; the President's Commission on

Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967; and

the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals, 1973. The latter made the following

recommendation: "Every police agency should no later than

1982, require as a condition of initial employment the

completion of at least 4 years of college education (120

semester hours or a baccalaureate degree) at an accredited

college or university" (Swanson, 1988, p. 211).

Breci (1994) builds on the foundation of Lyndon

Johnson's 1967 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

19



the Administration of Justice in Righg.r Education for Law

EnforcementThe Minnesota Model. Breci writes,

The President's Commission accurately predicted
that the complexities of policing would require
higher levels of education. Indeed, since the
1960's policing has become increasingly complex.
For example, many police agencies have implemented
community policing, which is based on the premise
that police officers can better address crime
problems by examining complex social issues and
developing solutions that involve the police and
the community working together. Effective
community policing requires skills officers
acquire through higher education, research,
critical thinking, problem solving, effective oral
and written communication, and an understanding of
group and community dynamics. (p. 1)

The process of upgrading selection standards has been

slow to evolve in law enforcement but is making progress.

Geller, (1991) reports nationally ". . .that the educational

level of the police increased from an average of 12.4 years

in 1967 to 14 years in 1988" (p. 45). Thus far, Minnesota is

the only state that "requires prospective law enforcement

officers complete a 2-year degree program in order to be

licensed" (Breci, 1994, p. 1).

The investigator has attached a comprehensive list in

the appendix section of the dissertation that was taken from

Reaves and Smith (1995) report on the educational

requirements of all police agencies in the United States

with 100 or more officers. In 1995, the Texas Commission on
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Law Enforcement Standards and Education (TCLEOSE) reported

on the educational level of police officers in Texas. The

TCLEOSE findings are as follows:

High School Grad. GED Some College No High School,

28,669 5,804 36,920 235

40% 8% 51% >1%

Goldstein (1990) reinforced the call for higher

education in law enforcement by stating, administrators

should ". . .give higher priority to applicants who

demonstrate an ability to function independently; who enjoy

and are adept at solving problems; who are creative and

imaginative; who can make good judgements in choosing from

among a range of available alternatives; and who, in a

general way, have the intellectual capacity to do more

thinking about police work" (p. 166).

Robert Reich, Secretary of Labor (1994), describes the

increasing need and value of higher education. Mr. Reich

believes that America is facing a widening gap between those

with higher education and those without it. He speaks to the

fact that "you have to educate the people and you have to be

educated. . .If people don't understand what you're doing or

why you're doing it, it will not get doneor it cannot get

done" (p. 12).
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President Truman saw the need for effective higher

education in the future and appointed the 1946 Commission on

Higher Education. Westmeyer (1985) points out that the

commission, later known as the "Truman Commission" wrote

the following needs for higher education in America:

1. Education for a fuller realization of democracy
in every phase of living.

2. Education directly and explicitly for
international understanding and cooperation.

3. Education for the application of creative
imagination and trained intelligence to the
solution of social problems and to the
administration of public affairs. (p. 104)

Steeples (1995) cites three goals of higher education

according to R. Weingartner in his article in Liberal

Education that extols the virtues of higher education. Mr.

Steeples writes:

Weingartner identifies as the first goal, to be
shared by all institutions of higher education,
the nourishment in students of certain qualities
of mind "that were classically known as
intellectual virtues." These include such things
as the capacity to suspend judgement in the
absence of adequate evidence, cultivation of depth
of understanding, even the ability to make
"courageous moral decisions." A second set of
goals embraces cultivation of certain skills or
proficiencies to include critical thinking, fluent
expression, and competent calculation, among
others. A third set of goals is comprehended in
the term "conversancy," which involves an
appropriate familiarity with the basic
information, modes of thinking, and methods of
investigation by which to know about nature and

human culture. (p. 62)
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The changing dynamics of a complex society demonstrates

the need for higher education in order to function

competently and promote within an organization (Johnson,

1994). The idea of an individual to think in the broadest

terms brings to the forefront the basic question of whether

or not higher education should be required as a prerequisite

to enter a public profession such as law enforcement.

Finally, it has been over seven years (February 6,

1991) since the Houston City Council passed an ordinance

repealing the college requirement and providing a military

service exemption for individuals to enter the police

academy. The sixty-hour minimum college requirement for

entrance into the police academy had been in effect since

October 5, 1989 (Robinson, 1991). Prior to 1989, an

applicant merely needed a General Educational Development

diploma to enter the academy. This investigation sought a

determination in the question relative to academic

achievement levels of both groups in a controlled

environment.

Theoretical Background

The assumption by many scholars as documented in the

related review of literature suggested that an individual
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with a higher education may have a higher achievement rate

than someone without higher education. The crux of this

investigation was to determine if military service can

substitute for higher education on the cadet's level of

achievement.

Jose Sanchez, Chief of Police of the Uvalde Police

Department wrote that, "For many years the law enforcement

profession has wrestled with the issue of whether or not a

college education is needed in police work. To this day,

there is not a consensus on the subject" (Sanchez, 1996, p.

17) .

In building a case for college educated officer's

Heidingsfield (1995) suggested some reasons for higher

education as a prerequisite. He gave the following logic for

having college-educated officers,

1. The ability to conceptualize, embrace,
undertake, and fulfill the often intangible and
ill-defined processes of community policing
seems greatly enhanced when officers have a

college education.
2. In many communities, the majority of adult

residents are college educated, and there is an
unspoken but prevailing presumption that the
officers who serve these citizens should as a
matter of course, have equivalent education.

3. While there will always be the three-way debate
about the relative merit of life experience,

formal education and human maturation, only the

baccalaureate process synthesizes all three

dynamics.



4. These officers help us close the circle in our
pursuit of the professional recognition and
stature we have sought for so long as an
industry. (p. 5)

The presumptive theory was that the group with sixty

hours or more college credit hours would score significantly

higher on educational areas such as the pen and paper tests;

while the military group would score significantly higher on

the technical skill areas such as driver training and

firearms. Additionally, it was suspected that the group that

possesses military service and some college credit hours

would fall somewhere in between the two extreme groups

(Kindel, 1997). In summary, there has not been an

investigation into the military waiver enacted by the

Houston City Council in 1991 (Robinsion, 1991), to determine

if there was a statistical significance between these groups

of cadets concerning their level of achievement.

Law enforcement futurists Levin and Broadfoot (1996)

state, "Law enforcement will of necessity have officers who

are better educated, and more broadly trained, and they will

have lots of new tools" (p. 11). The theoretical question of

this study was to see whether the new "non-service specific

training" in the military could equate to higher education

in achievement levels of police cadets (Roos, 1997, p 22).
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Support for Higher Education

Stephens (1990) states, "...policing in the future will

feature expanded uses of technology; proactive, problem-

oriented policing; and a decentralized, non-militaristic

organizational structure" (p. 151). The challenge of a

modern police academy is to train and shape future officers

for the ever-changing dynamics of a free society. These

challenges come from a growing racially-diverse community,

the rise in the number of languages spoken, understanding

various social issues and technological advances. Therefore,

it is incumbent upon the police academy to prepare and equip

the individual for the on-the-job field training, which

awaits them upon graduation.

The futurist trend toward a less military type of

structure will truly be a radical departure from the

traditional police force of the past. Abshire (1995) notes

that law enforcement was based on the military and included

a ". . .centralized power structure, the top-to-bottom flow

of commands, the use of a rank system, impersonal

relationships, strict expectations of obedience, and an

emphasis on the lack of options present in the work" (p.

13.)
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The futurists beliefs are reinforced by, Linkins (1995)

in her article entitled, Training for the Future. Linkins

wrote the following passage describing the new law

enforcement curriculum she recommends,

The world is changing at a rapid pace both
technologically and socially. All professions will
require well-educated and highly trained personnel
to meet the needs of the future, and the criminal
justice field is no exception. By mapping out the
present state of the art in law enforcement
standards and training, the IDALEST Sourcebook can
help criminal justice agencies nationwide chart
the course for the future. (p. 1)

Patterson (1991) sought to underscore the need for

higher education to cope with the new type of officer needed

in a traditionally militaristic environment. He discussed

how higher education broadens a person's mind to think

critically and analyze occurrences from several viewpoints.

Additionally, from this expanded knowledge base a college-

educated officer would perform at a higher level in oral or

paper and pencil test taking. Webb (1994) describes the

curriculum topics at the Houston Police Academy:

Community service, communications, evidence,
patrol procedures, penal codes, psychology of
policing/stress management, fingerprint
identification, ethics, conflict resolution,
homicide investigation, sex crime investigation,
special thefts, narcotics investigation, offense
report writing, nutrition, forgery investigation,
interview and interrogation, robbery
investigation, human relations, juvenile



investigation, burglary and theft investigation,
crime scene protection and search, bomb threat
investigation, family violence, defensive driving,
officer safety/use of force, traffic laws,
emergency mobilization and crowd management, radio
procedures, jail operations, communications for
the hearing impaired, computer aided dispatch,
crime analysis, hazardous material recognition and
response, emergency vehicle response and
liability, key map, laptop computer training,
toxicology, mental health warrants, courtroom
demeanor, recognizing and handling abnormal
people, UNISYS mainframe computer training, mobile
data terminal training, code of criminal
procedure, family law, DWI investigations, arrest,
search and seizure, laws of evidence, civil laws,
first responder, departmental general
orders/forms, and traffic collision investigation.
(p. 35)

The academy also includes the mastery of various

technical skill areas. These additional areas are officer

safety, performance driving, and firearm proficiency.

Good training and implementation of hands-on skills

play a vital role in law enforcement, especially for new

police officers. Police officers spend the first part of

their career in patrol placing themselves on the frontline

to protect the citizenry. Jones (1994) points out the legal

need for good police training in a modern society.

Law enforcement agencies have come under increased
scrutiny in recent years concerning issues of
public safety and accountability. Once, state law,
drafted in a bygone era, and long-standing
historical practice, were the sole arbiters of
officer conduct and actions. Now all law officers
face a litany of constitutional restraints, court
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rulings, laws and policies and procedures
governing their actions. Use of force,
particularly deadly force, has become an
increasingly controversial issue throughout the
country. Contemporary law enforcement agencies now
must respond to a strict standard of officer
conduct and use of force that was unheard of even
a few years. (p. 1)

Alber (1995) believes it is incumbent on police

academies to prepare cadets for conflict situations and

provide them with the skills necessary to handle them. The

use of effective language skills reduces tension and

provides a safer atmosphere for a police officer to work.

This is of importance since most of police officer's time is

not spent chasing after criminals, but instead communicating

and providing services for the community.

O'Keefe (1989) found in his analysis that actual high-

speed pursuits by police officers are very rare and lasts

only a few seconds. Officers with less experience are the

individuals most likely to get into high-speed pursuits. It

is from these pursuits that serious accidents happen to

police officers as well as citizens. These accidents

reinforce the need for police academies to train cadets

extensively in pursuit driving.

Officer safety and firearms are also taught to cadets

to prepare them for the "real world" of policing. These
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skills are necessary to protect the officers from serious or

deadly situations as well as saving the lives of others in

the community.

Goldstein (1977) describes the need for officers to

exercise wise discretion and the need for agencies to have

good policies dealing with firearms. In describing the fine

line between officer discretion and departmental policy he

states that, ". . .initially police guidance in some areas

[such as deadly force] must be general and, as a result,

vague" (p. 123). Laws, rules, and policies on deadly force

are difficult to spell out because each critical situation

is different. This means reliance on an officer to act in a

prudent and ethical manner is important in a free society.

The combination of an academic and skills based

curriculum seeks to lay a strong foundation for an officer

to build a professional career. The concept of a

professional law enforcement officer has given rise to an

ardent recruiting question. What are the prerequisites

needed to be a good police officer in a modern society?

The participants in the 1967 Presidential Commission on

Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice mentioned

earlier were tasked with providing recommendations on the

future of policing in America. The commission generated
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several reports and recommendations including requiring

higher education in order to become a law enforcement

officer in America. "The basis for these recommendations was

the increasing complexity of police tasks, coupled with

police officers need for a strong foundation on which to

base many critical decisions while policing the community"

(Carter, Sapp, 1991, p. 1).

However, according to Sanchez (1996), the issue of

higher education as a "requirement" has not been embraced by

Chief's of Police in Texas. In fact, Sanchez found in his

research that only 13.7% of Texas police departments require

some type of higher education.

It is within the vein of upgrading police officer

standards that Lee P. Brown, Mayor and former Police Chief

in Houston, Texas sought and implemented higher educational

requirements during his tenure. Due to Lee Brown's efforts

the Houston City Council approved a requirement calling for

sixty hours of college credit to be admitted to the Houston

Police Department. The sixty-hour college credit requirement

was implemented in 1989, with Cadet Class #136 (Brown,

1989). The requirement of sixty hours of college credit was

a quantum leap from the existing requirement of a General

Educational Development (GED) diploma to enter the academy.



Lee Brown, early in his career, called for an educated

officer in a modern society. His belief of excellence in

policing was based on the importance of well-trained

officers being led by enlightened leaders (Brown, 1988). The

well-educated officer that Brown espouses, brings the police

and citizens together, thereby reducing crime and opening

lines of communication and trust (Brown, 1992). This need

for a well rounded educated officer can be seen in a

memorandum by Lee Brown (1975), then Sheriff of Portland,

Oregon, to the U.S. Department of Justice concerning the

need for a "generalist investigator" to increase the quality

of police service to the community. Later as Chief of the

Houston Police Department, he coined the term "Neighborhood

Oriented Policing" which is a strategy that gives priority

to the prevention and control of crime through cooperation

between police and community (Brown, 1988).

In an article addressing the Twenty-first Century Brown

(1989) issued the following challenge to law enforcement

administrators:

In order to function in a society characterized by

massive socioeconomic problems...we need a new

police [officer]--one who understands the

complexities of human life--one who is able to

understand the legacy of discrimination in this

country and reflect positively upon the demands

for freedom, justice and equality; one who is able
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to understand the philosophy of dissent; one who
understands that [he/she] has a legal moral
obligation to be responsive to the people--all the
people and not merely the prevailing power
structure in the [officer's] community. (p. 13)

Shortly after the sixty-hour entry requirement was

implemented, Lee Brown was offered and accepted the position

of Police Commissioner in New York City. The new Chief of

Police of the Houston Police Department was Elizabeth M.

Watson. Chief Watson, herself a pioneer, became the first

female to head a large metropolitan police agency in the

United States and possessed a college degree (Hair, 1992).

Chief Watson like her predecessor, Lee P. Brown, believed

that higher education was vital in order to make law

enforcement more professional.

The philosophy of higher education in law enforcement

has been slow to evolve. However, in a literature review

conducted by Carter, Sapp and Stephens (1989) they have

identified several attributes that have emerged in requiring

higher education for law enforcement officers. Their

significant findings from previous research included:

1. College-educated officers perform the tasks of

policing better than noncollege counterparts.

2. College-educated officers perform the tasks of

policing better than noncollege officers and are

generally better communicators, whether with a

citizen, in court, or part of a police report.
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3. The college-educated officer is more flexible in
dealing with difficult situations and dealing
with persons of diverse culture, life-styles,
races, and ethnicity.

4. Officers with higher education are more
"professional" and more dedicated to policing as
a career rather than as a job.

5. Educated officers adapt better to organizational
change and are more responsive to alternative
approaches to policing.

6. College-educated officers are more likely to see
the broader picture of the criminal justice
system than to view police more provincially as
an exclusive group. (p. 9)

Carter, Sapp and Stephens also investigated

recommendations regarding law enforcement hiring standards

as reported by several national commissions. The following

recommendations are included in their research.

1. Police agencies should establish some form of
college requirement as a minimum standard for
appointment and a higher requirement as a
minimum standard for promotion.

2. Educational programs in police departments
should be a matter of formal policy.

3. Higher education should be viewed as an
occupational necessity that permeates a
department's personnel plan.

4. Specifically directed higher education is needed
to fulfill the responsibilities of all ranks

within a law enforcement agency. (p 10)

With the call for professionalism in policing some law

enforcement agencies have taken the initiative like Houston



in requiring various amounts of higher education. Before

Houston, the Arlington and Dallas Police Departments had

college requirements for admittance into their agencies.

In fact, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in

favor of the Dallas Police Department's forty-five hour

college credit requirement in the landmark case of Davis v.

Dallas (1985). The ruling was appealed to the United States

Supreme Court and denied certiorari in 1986. When the

Supreme Court let the Fifth Circuits decision stand as a

final ruling it provided the foundation for many departments

to require some level of higher education. The Fifth

Circuit ruled that the, "...educational requirement bears a

manifest relationship to the position of police officer"

(Davis v. Dallas, 1985, p. 1).

When the Supreme Court let the Fifth Circuit Court

ruling on Davis v. Dallas (1985) stand a few more law

enforcement agencies in Texas implemented various forms of

higher education requirements. In a 1995, United States,

Justice Department report by B.A. Reaves and P.Z. Smith

eleven Texas law enforcement agencies were reported to

require some higher educational requirements.

In 1996, McKay conducted an investigation on higher

education standards in police departments and reported them
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in an article. He identified fifteen law enforcement

agencies in Texas having at least some higher educational

requirements. McKay wrote the following passage in his

article.

Fifteen of the responding law enforcement
agencies require that applicants have a certain
level of college experience before being hired. (A

few of the agencies waive this requirement for
applications with previous law enforcement or
military experience.) Arlington Police Department
has the most selective standard, requiring its
applicants to possess a bachelor's degree to be
considered for employment. Eight of the 15
departments (53%) requiring college experience
have designated an associate's degree (equivalent
to 60 hours of college credit) or higher as the
minimum level of college experience. (p. 11)

Fifteen police departments in Texas were identified as

requiring either college credit or military service. The

police departments were:

1. Arlington Police Department - (Bachelor's Degree)

2. Carrolton Police Department - (Associate's Degree)

3. Deer Park Police Department - (60 Hours of College)

4. Garland Police Department (60 Hours of College)

5. Houston Police Department (60 Hours /military

waiver)

6. Midland Police Department (60 Hours of College)

7. Texas Department of Public Safety - (60 Hours of

College)
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8. Travis County Sheriff's Department (60 Hours of

College)

9. Dallas Police Department (45 Hours of College)

10. Abilene Police Department (30 Hours of College)

11. Addison Police Department (30 Hours of College)

12. Euless Police Department (30 Hours of College)

13. Mesquite Police Department (30 Hours of College)

14. North Richland Hills Police Department (30 Hours

of College)

15. Austin Police Department (15 Hours of College).

(p. 11)

The new direction of requiring sixty hours of college

credit, however, was short lived as the exclusive means to

enter the Houston Police Department. In late January 1991,

the Gulf War had just ended and many veterans were coming

home as conquering heroes.

Within weeks of the victory the Houston City Council

wanted to welcome these men and women back home as well as

provide them an opportunity to join the Houston Police

Department. Some Council members sought to waive the

requisite sixty college hours for military veterans. The

measure also sought to increase minority representation and

reward returning troops.

Chief Watson opposed the lifting of the requirement but
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lost after City Council voted in a 10-4 decision on February

6, 1991 to waive the educational requirements for veterans.

Council members who voted in favor of the,

Issue: Eliminating HPD college requirement for
military veterans; Beverly Clark, John Goodner,
Jim Greenwood, Christin Hartung, Shelia Jackson
Lee, Frank Mancuso, Ernest McGowen, Larry
McKaskle, Ben Reyes, and Vince Ryan. Council
members voting against eliminating HPD college
requirement for military veterans; Al Calloway,
Dale Gorczynski, Margarette Robinson, and Eleanor
Tinsley. (p. 8)

The Chief stated before City Council that "...national

research has proven the benefits of a college education.

Recruits with college credits will make better decisions in

ambiguous situations, be more empathetic to minorities, and

better understand democratic values" (Robinson, 1991, p. 1).

al,IPPQMLIS:2tkli211ArIZPag2Z

When the military waiver was enacted Houston police

officials as well as others in the law enforcement community

speculated how the veterans would perform in comparison with

the cadets who had been admitted on their college merits.

Proponents of the waiver cited military training as equal to

the college education requirement.

Cynics of the sixty-hour higher education requirement

were vocal during the Houston City Council debate and
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supported the military waiver. Williams (1992) conducted an

assessment of a similar situation earlier in New York City

regarding the need for higher education in police work.

Criticisms Williams discovered in New York City included,

1. Academic training is irrelevant to what the police
do;

2. Many good officers do not have college degrees while
some poor officers do;

3. College graduates will never find police work-
periods of monotony punctuated by moments of
hostility, danger, and conflict attractive; and

4. Police attitudes are so deeply rooted in the
requirements, ethic, and reward structure of
policing that education alone cannot change them (p.
2) .

The connection of higher education and military

training are seen as similar in various aspects. Gottron

(1991) reported on education in the workplace in a

publication entitled: The Military Experience. She points

out that "...private industry could benefit by adopting the

military's attitude and emphasizing the value of education

and training in the workplace." (p. 20). She also discusses

the positive linkages between higher education and the

military by building upon current competencies and skills.

Stephen Mangum of Ohio State University conducted a

comparison survey on the transferability of military
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skills/training to civilian jobs. Mangum (1990) made the

following assessments:

1. Fifty percent of all Army alumni had
transferred their occupational skills to
civilian jobs.

2. This compared favorably to a 48 percent rate
of transfer by graduates of proprietary
business schools and vocational/technical
colleges.

3. Finally, the probability of skill transfer
between military training and civilian
employment is on par with that of most
business schools and vocational/technical
institutions. (p. 12)

In a cover story of the Association of the United

States Army News ( AUSAN) entitled U.S. Army Still Needs High

Ouality Soldiers the importance for transformation into

civilian jobs was cited. The article states that, ". . .in a

survey of Army alumni from 1984 to 1993, nearly 90 percent

of those who assess themselves as very successful, credit

their Army experience. Employers value the attributes gained

by service in the Army-discipline, commitment, teamwork,

plus specific skill training" (AUSAN, 1997, p. 1).

The military of the 1990's is well noted for

technological advances as well as education and training.

Hoyt (1993) writes that, "Education is an integral part of a

military career. The Army is possibly the largest, most
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experienced training institution in the country. Military

personnel benefit from a system that annually operates a 1.3

billion training program..." (p.1).

In an October 8, 1991, speech by Lieutenant General

William H. Reno, Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel at the

Department of the Army, he spoke on how the Army has focused

on training and education. The following is an excerpt from

his speech.

The soldiers in today's Army are the finest we
have ever had. Let me give you some examples of
their quality.

1. Ninety-eight percent of our young men and
women are high school diploma graduates;

2. Seventy-five percent are in the upper half of
the test score category. Simply stated, 75
percent of the young men and women who
present themselves for service are
sufficiently intellectually gifted innately
that they could attend any of the
universities in their states;

3. Less than 1 percent of our soldiers are from
the low test score category from which we
draw our soldiers.

For 1992, we have recruited on this 8th day of
October, over 50 percent of the entire mission for
this fiscal year. Our quality: 100 percent are
high school graduates and over 82 percent are in
the upper half intellectually of their cohorts.
(p. 19)

Similarly, in an article by M. I. Bumgarner, he

believed that the military was a good method of seeking



qualified applicants into law enforcement. He, like

Lieutenant General Reno remarked on the fact that the

military service men/women of today were well educated and

held many similarities to police officers. Bumgarner stated,

military service personnel, "...have received training in

many areas that are common to both the military and law

enforcement professions, such as communications, first aid,

and marksmanship. They are accustomed to working irregular

hours, under stress, in unusual work environments. Most are

capable of dealing with various segments of society, since

they have been exposed to many lifestyles and environments"

(Bumgarner, 1993, p. 19).

Lieutenant General T.G. Stroup (1996) writes that, A%

. .America's soldiers are standard bearers for the rest of

the world. Raised in the world's most successful democracy,

they understand the importance of preserving freedom through

service to the nation. We are a values-based institution

with soldiers motivated by more than compulsory membership

or financial compensation" (p. 144). These are the same

virtues and moral ethics that American communities seek with

its law enforcement agencies.

Building on the military commitment to values and

training the Association of the United States Army News
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(AUSAN) produced a 1997 Special Report. The report describes

an action plan showcasing the Army's human relation

expectations for its personnel that:

1. Maximizes the soldiers' awareness of how their
individual actions affect others;

2. Emphasizes respect between and for soldiers of
all races, creeds, gender, or national/ethnic
heritage;

3. Enables soldiers to clearly understand the
linkage between their actions toward others, and
their unit's ability to accomplish the mission.
(p. 11)

Reinforcement for the military service waiver also,

came in 1995 when the United States, Department of Justice

and Department of Defense launched the "Troops to COPS"

program. The COPS acronym stands for Community Oriented

Policing Services and was handled as a federal grant

coordinated by the Department of Justice totaling fifteen

million dollars in 1995.

The Troqps to COPS program was developed to ". .

encourage the hiring of recently separated members of the

armed forces as law enforcement officers. The goal of the

grant-funded program was to provide an incentive for law

enforcement agencies to hire veterans who have served the

nation in the armed forces for service in community policing

in cities and towns across America" (U.S. Department of
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Justice, 1995, p. 1). Guidelines for the Troops to COPS

grant included:

1. Troops to COPS funds may be used to reimburse

law enforcement agencies for training costs for

the qualified veteran who is hired as a law

enforcement officer.

2. Awards will be made for up to $5,000 per veteran

hired. These funds will be paid on a
reimbursement basis after completion of

training. There is no local matching
requirement for a Troops to COPS grant. Troops

to COPS funds may be used for costs incurred
during the first three years of the veteran's
service as a law enforcement officer.

3. Agencies may apply to Troops to COPS funds only

after a veteran is hired. As with all COPS
hiring grants, the veteran must satisfy the

normal and customary hiring standards and

procedures of the agency, and must receive
training in community policing. (p. 1)

The Houston Police Department was an active participant

in the 1995 Troops to COPS grant program. According to the

Planning and Research Division of the Houston Police

Department the grant provided $150,000 for the hire of 30

new police officers in 1995 (Redeaux, 1997). Although this

was a one-time grant a precedent was established and could

be reactivated in the future.

A common thread of honesty, compassion, teamwork, and

moral virtue runs through the literature concerning

individuals who have higher education and/or military
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service. Pollock (1994) discusses the need for sound morals,

ethics, and virtues in law enforcement officers. She makes

the following statement:

Authority, force, discretion-these elements are
inherent in the role of a law enforcement officer.
No other criminal justice professional wields so
much discretion over so many situations as part of
everyday duties. No other criminal justice
professional comes under so much public scrutiny.
This scrutiny is understandable, however, when one
realizes that police are power personified. They
have the choice to arrest or not to arrest, to
mediate or to charge, and in decisions to use
deadly force, they even hold the power of life and
death. (p. 91)

The role of police officer is changing in America from

being strictly a law enforcer to a mediator and problem

solver. Trojanowicz (1994) writes, "The police remain the

only social service agency open 24 hours a day, seven days a

week, that still makes house calls. As a result, the police

are asked to solve problems that range from the loud party

next door to the student who opens fire in school, never

knowing what the next call may bring" (p. 121). When a

person moves from cadet to officer they must believe in

their oath, ". . .as a personal commitment to honor the

rules of the policeman's office" (Heffernan, 1985, p. 3).

The recruitment and selection of police cadets becomes

especially critical when one views the complex environment a
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police officer must function in. In his book, Delattre

(1994) makes the following argument on police selection and

recruiting. "Most important, all efforts to draw fine

applicants to police work have to be combined with rigorous

training and high performance standards" (p. 122).

Summary

A review of literature indicates that modern police

officer must be open-minded and committed to fairness.

Ferreira (1997) states, while a broad-based education is

usually associated with higher education " . .motivated

people who can read well can educate themselves to a high

level" (p. 26).

Mahony and Prenzler (1996) make this insightful

statement in an article regarding the move toward requiring

higher education in the field of law enforcement. They

write,

The new presence of higher education in police
education reflects the community's recognition of
the difficult nature of much contemporary police
work. It would be illusory, however, to image that
higher education, even at its most successful,
could offer a panacea for police problems. Some of
these problems are created by the community
through an expectation of the enforcement of laws
that some may view as an affront to civil
liberties. (p. 301)
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Ultimately, many positive attributes were found in the

review of literature of both individuals who have higher

education and/or military service. However, the actual

achievement level based on test and skill scores between the

various groups was still yet undetermined. In conclusion, it

has been more than seven years since the military service

waiver was passed and the investigator seeks to find if

there is a statistically significant difference between

these two avenues of admittance into the police academy.
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Chapter 3

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The investigator sought to determine if there was a

statistically significant difference in the achievement

level at the Houston Police Academy between cadets who have

sixty hours or more college credit and cadets who are

admitted via the military service waiver. Specifically, the

investigation compared the level of achievement by cadets

who had (1) no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours of college

credit and, (3) military service and 1-59 hours of college

credit.

The three differing groups were measured on their

reading comprehension scores, state licensing scores, civil

service scores, academic average scores, driving skills

average scores, and firearms average scores. The

investigation required a research design that would yield

reliable, valid and quantitative statistical information.
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Research Design

The research design employed by the investigator was a

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) focusing on the three

differing levels as they relate to education. This design

allowed the investigator, ". . .to test a number of

hypothesis and yield a great deal of information"

(Kerlinger, 1986). The level of significance was set at the

.05 level. The research was ex-post-facto in nature because

the investigator does not have direct control over the

independent variables since they had already occurred. This

particular design laid a structure that clearly stated the

configuration of the research process, controlled for error

and reduced variance.

The researcher used a randomized sample procedure

(Kerlinger, 1986). The sample was based on a stratified

sampling process, using one cadet class per year (Borg and

Gall, 1989).

A one-way ANOVA statistical test was used to analyze

the data (Ferguson and Takane, 1989). The statistical test

employs an analysis of variance to determine the impact an

independent variable had on a dependent variable as well as

the impact between the three differing groups of variables

in the investigation.
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Sampling Procedures

All cadet classes that graduated from the Houston

Police Academy between 1992 and 1996 made up the population

that was eligible to participate in the study. A randomized

stratified sample was used in the investigation to select

the sample from the population.

One class from each year: 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, and

1996 was randomly selected resulting in five total classes

for the study. The number of classes which graduated between

1992-1996 was twenty-three, resulting in a sample-population

ratio of twenty-two percent. Therefore, the entire

population of cadets between 1992 and 1996 had an N count of

1,540, the N count of cadets used in the sample population

ratio was 355 before delimitations and 273 afterward.

Independent Variables

The independent variables consisted of the cadets'

level of higher education or their prior military service.

These variables were then broken into three groups

consisting of: No Military Service & 60 College Hours,

Military Service & 0 College Hours, and Military Service &

1-59 College Hours.
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Dependent Variables

The dependent variables measured the level of

achievement based on scores. These variables were broken

into six areas consisting of: Reading comprehension scores,

State licensing scores, Civil Service scores, Academic

average scores, Driving skill average scores, and Firearms

skill average scores.

Instrumentation

Reading Comprehension Test

The reading comprehension test (RCT) was developed in

response to the Houston Police Department seeking a reliable

base level for officers to be able to perform their job

functions. The examination consists of paragraphs based on

materials that cadets are required to read and/or study in

the police academy. The individual must read the passage and

then make logical choices about what the paragraph means. A

minimum score of fifteen is required to be admitted into the

police academy.

The reading comprehension examination is designed to

measure the person's ability to read and understand written

English. The examination is not designed to test their root

knowledge of law enforcement. It is very similar to the
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English Proficiency Examination given by colleges and

universities. Campa (1993) makes the following statement,

The test was developed based upon the content of
both the Academy and job materials. Part of the
data obtained from an extensive job analysis on
the position of police officer was used to gather
the job-related material. The result was four
parallel forms [versions] of the reading
comprehension test. The developer found the four
forms to have reliability and validity. (p. 60)

The scores on the reading comprehension examination

were broken down into four levels of achievement. These

scores were converted into the 100 point system to match the

other scores within the investigation. The conversion

divided the raw score by 30, then multiplied them by 100,

which yielded a useable score. The scale used was based on

consultations with R. Phelps, Cadet Counselor and Academic

Advisor (Phelps, 1997).

Excellent, scores (28-30) = converted scores (93-100)

Very Good, scores (24-27) = converted scores (80-92)

Satisfactory, scores (21-23)= converted scores (70-79)

Minimum, scores (15-20) = converted scores (50-69)

State Licensing Examination

Each cadet was required to pass the Texas Commission on

Law Enforcement Officer Standards and Education (TCLEOSE)



examination prior to graduation from the Houston Police

Academy. All phases of the Texas Commission on Law

Enforcement Officer Standards and Education must be

successfully completed before this examination can be

administered. The content of the TCLEOSE (1997) curriculum

centers on thirty-three objectives that include:

Fitness and Wellness, History of Policing,
Professionalism and Ethics, U.S. & Texas
Constitutions and Bill of Rights, Criminal Justice
System, Code of Criminal Procedure, Arrest, Search
& Seizure, Penal Code, Traffic Code, Civil Process
and Liability, Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code, Drug
Identification, Juvenile Issues, Stress Management
for Peace Officers, Field Note-taking,
Interpersonal Communications, Report Writing, Use
of Force Concepts, Strategies of Defense-Mechanics
of Arrest, Strategies of Defense-Firearms,
Emergency Medical Assistance, Emergency
Communications, Problem Solving and Critical
Thinking, Professional Police Driving,
Multicultural and Human Relations, Professional
Policing Approaches, Patrol, Victims of Crime,
Family Violence and Assault Offenses, Recognizing
and Interacting with Persons with Mental Illness
and Mental Retardation, Crowd Control Management,
Hazardous Materials Awareness, as well as
Criminal Investigation. (p. 3)

A cadet who scores less than seventy percent (70%) on this

examination will be permitted two re-tests in order to

achieve the required minimum score. A cadet who fails to

achieve the required score is recommended for termination

(Houston Police Academy, 1994).

The performance level on the state licensing
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examination which is administered by the Texas Commission on

Law Enforcement Officers Standards and Education are broken

into four levels of achievement. For the purpose of this

investigation, only the initial test score was used in the

evaluation. Kenneth Sander, Director of Testing, the Texas

Commission on Law Enforcement Officers Standards and

Education designed the four-scale levels (Sander, 1997).

The four achievement levels are:

Excellent scores = (87-100)

Very Good scores = (77-86)

Minimal Pass/Satisfactory scores = (70-76)

Failure/Unsatisfactory scores = (0-69)

Civil Service Examination

Each cadet was required to pass the City of Houston

Civil Service examination prior to graduation from the

Houston Police Academy. All phases of cadet training must be

successfully completed before this examination could be

administered.

The test is a knowledge-based comprehensive

examination given at the end of the academy covering all

subjects taught. The questions are extracted from the entire

Houston Police Academy test bank. There are no re-tests
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provided for this examination, thus a cadet who scores less

than seventy percent (70%) on the examination is recommended

for termination. Additionally, military veterans were given

five bonus points on their score, but must obtain at least

70% on their initial score, (for this study the five bonus

points were removed) in accordance with section 143.25 (f)

of the Local Government Code (Houston Police Academy, 1994).

Academic Average Scores

Academic standards in the Houston Police Department

are governed by state statute but are controlled by

department policy. The following standards represent the

department policy required to successfully complete the

training requirements of the Houston Police Academy. The

Academy recognizes seventy percent (70%) as the minimum

score to pass examinations in all areas of training:

academic, technical skills and tactical defense. The

examinations and quizzes are taken from the following

subjects (Webb, 1994):

Community service, communications, evidence,
patrol procedures, penal codes, psychology of
policing/stress management, fingerprint
identification, ethics, conflict resolution,
homicide investigation, sex crime investigation,
special thefts, narcotics investigation, offense
report writing, nutrition, forgery investigation,
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interview and interrogation, robbery
investigation, human relations, juvenile
investigation, burglary and theft investigation,
crime scene protection and search, bomb threat
investigation, family violence, defensive driving,
officer safety/use of force, traffic laws,
emergency mobilization and crowd management, radio
procedures, jail operations, communications for
the hearing impaired, computer aided dispatch,
crime analysis, hazardous material recognition and
response, emergency vehicle response and
liability, key map, laptop computer training,
toxicology, mental health warrants, courtroom
demeanor, recognizing and handling abnormal
people, UNISYS mainframe computer training, mobile
data terminal training, code of criminal
procedure, family law, DWI investigations, arrest,
search and seizure, laws of evidence, civil laws,
first responder, departmental general
orders/forms, and traffic collision investigation.
(p. 35)

The academic testing portion of the academy consists of

primary examinations and quizzes. Primary examinations are

the most important examinations in the training program

because they cover the essential elements of the curriculum

and are used to determine a cadet's continued employment.

Cadets receive eight primary examinations throughout their

time at the academy. Quizzes were designed to measure a

cadet's progress on a limited amount of material. Quizzes

were not used to determine ongoing employment eligibility,

although the accumulative score of all quizzes were added

into a cadet's academic average. There was a potential of
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seven quizzes being administered, but this may have varied

due to changes in the training schedule.

All primary examinations and quizzes are reviewed to

ensure that the cadet understands the material that has been

presented. These reviews were held at the discretion of the

training staff and attendance was mandatory.

A cadet who scored less than seventy-five percent (75%)

on any examination or quiz is required to meet with the

class counselor for possible remediation. Any cadet who

showed significant changes in test results may have been

required to meet with the class counselor. The class

counselor makes all determinations concerning continued

counseling and remediation.

A cadet who scored less than seventy percent (70%) on

any primary exam was permitted one re-test in order to

achieve the required minimum score. A cadet who scored less

than seventy percent (70%) on any three is recommended for

termination (Houston Police Academy, 1994).

Driver Training

All cadets must successfully complete the drivers

training portion as part of the training program provided by

the academy. The driving portion consists of fifty hours of



hands-on and fourteen hours of classroom instruction. The

hands-on portion utilizes two different drivers' tracks: a

figure eight fast track designed for performance driving and

a precision pad where vehicle-handling techniques are

practiced at variant speeds.

The classroom portion includes an eight-hour Defensive

Driving Course (DDC) and six hours of lecture on driving the

figure eight fast track and precision pad courses.

Successful completion requires a final grade of seventy

percent (70%). This grade is derived from the cadet

completing three tests on the driving course which are

averaged together to determine the final grade. A cadet who

fails to achieve a cumulative average score of seventy

percent (70%) is required to complete a remediation phase

and a re-testing phase. A maximum of twelve hours of

remediation instruction is given. The cadet must score a

minimum of seventy (70%) or more on the re-test. Failure to

achieve a minimum passing score results in a recommendation

for termination (Houston Police Academy, 1994).

Firearms Training

All cadets must satisfactorily complete the Tactical

Firearms Training Program before they graduate from the
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Houston Police Academy. The program consists of the

successful completion of the Handgun Qualification Course,

Shotgun Qualification Course, Stress Course, Night Firing

Course and the written examination.

Only handguns meeting cadet regulations may be used

during Tactical Firearms Training. To qualify with a

handgun, a cadet must score seventy-five percent (75%) on

the qualification test. A cadet who fails to score seventy-

five percent (75%) must retake the qualification test.

Remediation consists of up to twenty-five (25) hours of

additional instruction. During this additional time, cadets

have an opportunity to re-test. Cadets must pass two

remedial tests, consecutively, with the minimum score of

seventy-five (75%) on each test.

To qualify with a shotgun a cadet must score seventy

percent (70%) or more on the combat shotgun course on the

designated day and time. A cadet who fails to score seventy

percent (70%) is re-tested a maximum of two times. Remedial

instruction is given prior to each re-test. When the cadet

scores a seventy percent (70%) or more on two consecutive

tests, he/she is considered to have qualified with a

shotgun.

The Stress Fire Course is designed to teach the use of
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cover and concealment and to illustrate the effect of stress

in a shooting situation. The Night Fire Course is designed

to show the application of using the flashlight to

illuminate a subject while utilizing the weapon.

The written portion of the Tactical Firearms Training

Program is handled as a primary examination. A cadet must

also have a minimum score of seventy percent (70%) for the

Tactical Firearms Training program. The program grade

consists of scores from the Handgun Qualification Course

(60% of total score), Shotgun Qualification Course (30% of

total score). A cadet failing to score seventy percent (70%)

or more on the Tactical Firearms Training Program grade is

recommended for termination. All cadets must satisfactorily

complete all phases of the Tactical Firearms Training

Program required by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement

and the Houston Police Department before they can graduate

(Houston Police Academy, 1994).

The civil service examination scores, academic average

scores, driving skills average scores, and firearms average

scores are broken into four levels of achievement. The

scores are accompanied by the requirements set out in the

Cadet Code of Conduct. These requirements give a detailed

description of the methodology used in obtaining the scores



for the research. The scale adopted by the Houston Police

Academy is patterned after the four scale levels used in

most educational institutions:

Excellent scores = (90-100)

Very Good scores = (80-89)

Minimal Pass/Satisfactory scores = (70-79)

Failure/Unsatisfactory scores = (0-69)

Data Collection Procedure

One cadet class per year was randomly selected during

the year's 1992-1996 out of five separate envelopes for the

study. This action yielded a random sample of five cadet

classes for the investigation. Additionally, it should be

noted that each cadet class has approximately seventy

cadets. In order to determine the number of subjects to be

used in the investigation, the following formula was used.

The initial N count was N=355, before delimitation's

and 273 afterward. There were some subjects removed,

(delimited) from the investigation once the categorization

took place. The delimitations excluded the following

individuals from the sample:

1. All individuals who have military service and more

than sixty college hours (they could have entered
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under either policy).

2. All previously certified peace officers (they did not

take all examinations).

3. All non-graduates from the police academy (they may

not have taken all tests). However, the number of

cadets who did not graduate from either method was

nine. Five of the cadets had the college requisite

and four were military veterans.

Analysis of Data

The statistical test used in evaluating this research

was a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test (Ferguson

and Takane, 1989). This type of design enabled the

investigator to focus on the three differing educational

levels. The investigator computed the data on a SPSS

statistical program. The statistical information contained

in the investigation was ratio data. The level of

significance was set at the .05 level. By utilizing the

ANOVA testing process the investigator was able to determine

the strength of the variables used in the research, as well

as determine how much they were independent of each other

individually and between groups.



Summary

The problem statement of this investigation is: To

determination whether or not there was a statistically

significant difference between the achievement level at the

Houston Police Academy between cadets who have sixty hours

or more college credit and cadets who are admitted via the

military service waiver. The problem was evaluated by

grouping police cadets into three differing levels of

education and/or military service. The investigator measured

these three differing groups achievement levels using six

academic and skills based tests.

Specifically, the investigation compared the level of

achievement by cadets, (independent variables) who had (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more college

credit, (2) military service and 0 hours of college credit,

and (3) military service and 1-59 hours of college credit.

These three differing groups were evaluated in contrast with

the six (dependent variables) consisting of reading

comprehension scores, state licensing scores, civil service

scores, academic average scores driving skills average

scores, and firearms average scores.

The data was statistically evaluated using a one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. By utilizing the ANOVA
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testing process the investigator was able to analyze the

strength of the variables used in the research. The

significance level for the investigation is set at the .05

level. This level allowed the investigator to examine how

much the independent variables affect these dependent

variables individually and between the defined groups in a

social science arena.
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Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to discover if

there is a statistically significant difference in the

performance level between three independent groups. These

groups consist of cadets who have (1) no military service

but with sixty hours or more college credit, (2) military

service and 0 hours of college credit and, (3) military

service and 1-59 hours of college credit.

There are six differing dependent variables analyzed in

this investigation. The dependent variables are the cadets

reading comprehension scores, state licensing scores, civil

service scores, academic average scores, driving skill

average scores, and firearms skill average scores.

Research Questions

The following research questions are in this study.

1. Does the number of college credit hours and/or
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military service affect the reading comprehension

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

2. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect state licensing scores by

cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

3. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect Civil Service scores by

cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

4. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the academic average scores

by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

5. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the driving skills average

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

6. Does the number of college credit hours and/or

military service affect the firearms skills average

scores by cadets in the Houston Police Academy?

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested in this study.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets
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who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 hours of college credit in regard to their

reading comprehension scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hour or 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

state licensing scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 of college credit in regard to their civil

service scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 hours of college credit in regard to their

academic average scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service
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and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 hours of college credit in regard to their

driving skill average scores.

Ho,: There is no statistically significant difference

in the scores of cadets with no military service

and at least 60 hours of college credit and cadets

who have military service with either 0 hours or

1-59 hours of college credit in regard to their

firearms skill average scores.

aanagig

The original sample for the investigation had 355

cadets before delimitations and a useable N = 273 afterward.

The original sample of 355 had 82 individuals who were

delimited because they were: (a) military and more than 60

college hours and could have entered under either policy,

(b) previously certified officers and did not take all

tests, or (c) terminated from the academy and may not have

taken all tests. This left an applicable sample of 273

consisting of 159 cadets who had sixty hours or more college

credit and no military service. The mean number of college

hours for this group was 112 semester credits. There are 50
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cadets who had prior military service and between 1 and 59

hours of college credit. The mean number of hours for this

group was 26 semester credits. Finally, the investigation

had 64 cadets who had military service and 0 college hours.

Demographics

All of the members within this sample were admitted to

the Houston Police Academy based on their military service

and/or having at least sixty hours of college credit. The

original sample of 355 individuals was comprised of a mixed

group of males and females from a diverse range of race and

ethnicity. The sex and race/ethnicity breakdown of cadets in

the original sample of 355 included: 290 males (82%) and 65

females (18 %) ; of those cadets 163 (46%) are White, 86 (24%)

Black, 84 (23.5%) Hispanic, 20 (6%) Asians, and 2 (.5%)

Pacific Islanders. The age range for the sample is between

twenty-one to thirty-five years old as dictated by police

department policy. Also according to policy all participants

are in good health with their weight in proportion to their

height (HPD/Recruiting, 1994).

Finally, it should be pointed out that the original

sample of 355 was reduced to the actual sample of 273

because some of the cadets fell into the following
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categories: (a) military and more than 60 college hours, and

could have entered under either policy, (b) previously

certified officers and did not take all tests, or (c)

terminated from the academy and may not have taken all

tests. The exact demographics of the 273 pulled from the 355

is protected confidential information by the Houston Police

Department and unavailable to the investigator.

Analysis of Data

The statistical test used in evaluating this research

was a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test (Ferguson

and Takane, 1989). This type of design enabled the

investigator to focus on the three differing educational

levels, simultaneously. The investigator computed the data

on an SPSS 6.1 statistical program.

The statistical information contained in the

investigation was ratio data. The level of significance was

set at the .05 level, which is usually recognized by social

science as an acceptable level. By utilizing the ANOVA

testing process, the investigator was able to determine (1)

the strength between independent and dependent variables and

(2) the strength among three independent variables.
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examination of Hypotheses:

Hoi: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who had (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

reading comprehension test scores.

The scores for the reading comprehension test were

converted into a 100 point system to match the other scores

within the investigation. The conversion divided the actual

raw score by 30, then multiplied them by 100, which yielded

a useable score. An example of the conversion process is as

follows: J. Doe scores a "24" on the reading comprehension

test. The investigator divided the 24 by 30, yielding a

score of .08 x 100 = 80. The scores from all 273

participants in the investigation were converted using this

mathematical method. The minimum score on the examination

was 50 while the maximum score was 100.

The following findings were based on the cadets

military/college experience and their converted scores on

the reading comprehension test using a one-way ANOVA at the

.05 significance level. The independent variable was the
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cadets military/college status and the dependent variable

was the cadets reading comprehension test score.

As shown in Table 1, there was a statistically

significant difference between the several groups on reading

comprehension (F=12.20, df=2/270, p<.05). The investigator

utilizied a post-hoc Scheffe significance test for

statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.

Table 1

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for Reading Comprehension Examination

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2

270

272

3654.9354

40427.7752

44082,7106

1827.4677

149.7325

12.2049

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) Mean (I) = 8.6525 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J))

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores are

listed from low to high according to the evaluated groups.

Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours, Group 2-

Military service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 college hours.



Table 2

Post-hoc Scheffe Test
Reading Comprehension Mean Scores by Groups

Groups: Mean Scores

Group 2

Group 3*

Group 1*

67.5469

73.5800

76.4906

Note: * Indicates statistically significant differences

between the lowest scores and the other group(s). The

findings from Table 2 revealed that the mean scores Group 1-

No military service and 60+ college hours was 76.49. This

put Group 1 in the mid-range of the scale. Group 2-Military

service and 0 college hours were in the lowest range of the

scale with a mean score of 67.54. And Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 college hours fell in the lower end

of the mid-range scale between Groups 1 & 2 at 73.58.



Table 3

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Reading Comprehension Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 13 1 3

Very Good 67 14 16

Satisfactory 40 12 16

Minimum 39 37 15

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed levels of achievement regarding the

cadets reading comprehension score ranges are as follows:

Excellent 93-100, Very Good 80-92, Satisfactory 70-79, and

Minimum 50-69 (Phelps, 1997).
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Table 4

Percentage of Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Reading Comprehension Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 8.17 1.56 6.00

Very Good 42.14 21.88 32.00

Satisfactory 25.16 18.75 32.00

Minimum 24.53 57.81 30.00

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed levels of achievement regarding the

cadets reading comprehension score ranges are as follows:

Excellent 93-100, Very Good 80-92, Satisfactory 70-79, and

Minimum 50-69 (Phelps, 1997).
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Therefore, based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and found that

there wasa statistically significant difference between

Group 1 & Group 2 and Group 2 & Group 3. However, the

investigator accepted the null hypothesis that there was not

a statistically significant difference between Group 1 &

Group 3 on reading comprehension.

Hoe: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who have (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

state licensing test scores.

The following findings were based on the cadets

military/college experience and their scores on the state

licensing test using a one-way ANOVA at the .05 significance

level. The independent variable was the cadets military or

college status and the dependent variable is the cadets

state licensing score. The lowest test score was 53 while

the highest test score was 90.

As shown in Table 5, there was a statistically

significant difference between the several groups on state



licensing (F=3.49, df= 2/270, p<.05). The investigator

utilized a post-hoc Scheffe significance test for

statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.

Table 5

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for State Licensing Examination

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2

270

272

314.4930

12155.6462

12470.1392

157.2465

45.0209

3.4927

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) Mean (I) = 4.7445 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J))

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores are

listed from low to high according to the evaluated groups.

Group 1-No Military service and 60+ College hours, Group 2-

Military service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 college hours.
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Table 6

Post-hoc Scheffe Test
State Licensing Mean Scores by Groups

Groups: Mean Scores

Group 2

Group 3

Group 1*

72.9375

75.1000

75.5472

Note: * Indicates statistically significant differences

between group(s). The findings from Table 6 revealed that

the mean score of cadets with no military service and 60 or

more college hours was 75.5472. This placed Group 1 in the

upper end of the Satisfactory scale. Cadets in Group 2 with

military service and 0 college hours had the lowest mean

score of 72.9375. Group 2 was in the lower part of the

Satisfactory scale. Cadets in Group 3 with military service

and less than 59 college hours, fell in between Group 1 & 2

in the Satisfactory scale with a mean score of 75.1000.
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Table 7

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
State Licensing Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 4 5 1

Very Good 76 17 21

Satisfactory 55 22 19

Failure 24 20 9

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed levels of achievement regarding the

cadets state licensing examination scores are as follows:

Excellent 87-100, Very Good 77-86, Satisfactory 70-76, and

Failure 0-69 (Sander, 1997).



Table 8

Percentage of Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
State Licensing Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 2.52 7.81 2.00

Very Good 47.80 26.56 42.00

Satisfactory 34.59 34.38 38.00

Failure 15.09 31.25 18.00

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed levels of achievement regarding the

cadets state licensing scores are as follows: Excellent 87-

100, Very Good 77-86, Satisfactory 70-76, and Failure 0-69

(Sander, 1997).
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Therefore, based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and found that

there was a statistically significant difference between

Group 1 & Group 2. However, the investigator accepted the

null hypothesis that there was not a statically significant

difference between Group 2 & Group 3 or Group 1 & Group 3 on

state licensing score.

Ho3: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who have (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

civil service test scores. The scores for the

civil service test were converted into a 100 point

system to match the other scores within the

investigation.

The conversion subtracted five bonus points given to

cadets with military service, which yielded a useable score.

An example of the conversion process follows: Jane Doe, a

military veteran scored an 80 on the civil service test, her

grade became an 85 with the bonus points. The investigator

took the posted score of (85 - 5 = 80). The 80 was then
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placed in the study with the other sample participants. The

scores from all 114 military veterans in the investigation

were converted using this mathematical method. The lowest

test score was 72 while the highest test score of any cadet

was 98.

The following findings are based on the cadets

military/college experience and their scores on the civil

service test using a one-way ANOVA at the .05 level of

significance. The independent variable was the cadets

military/college status which are subdivided into three

separate groups and the dependent variable was the civil

service score.

As shown in Table 9, there was a statistically

significant difference between the several groups on the

civil service test (F = 6.87, df = 2/270, p <.05). The

investigator utilized a post-hoc Scheffe significance test

for statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.



Table 9

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for Civil Service Examination,

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2

270

272

325.2591

6393.6494

6718.9084

162.6295

23.6802

6.8677

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) Mean (I) = 3.4409 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J) )

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores are

listed from low to high according to the evaluated groups.

Group 1-No Military service and 60+ College hours, Group 2-

Military service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 College hours.



Table 10

Post-hoc Scheffe Test
Civil Service Mean Scores by Groups

Groups Mean Scores

Group 2

Group 3

Group 1*

85.3125

87.0000

87.9748

Note: * Indicates significant differences between the lowest

scores and the other group(s). The findings from Table 10

revealed that the mean scores of Group 1, cadets with no

military service and 60 or more college hours was 87.9748.

This placed Group 1 in the upper portion of the Very Good

scale. Group 2, cadets with military service and 0 college

hours had the lowest mean score of 85.3125. This placed

Group 2 in the mid-range of the Very Good scale. And Group

3, cadets with military service and less than 59 college

hours fell in between Group 1 & 2 with a mean score of

87.000. This placed Group 3 in between the means of Group 1

and Group 3 in the Very Good scale slightly below Group 1.



Table 11

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Civil Service Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 70 13 19

Very Good 83 45 25

Satisfactory 6 6 6

Failure 0 0 0

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed achievement levels regarding the

civil service score ranges are as follows: Excellent 90-100,

Very Good 80-89, Satisfactory 70-79, and Failure 0-69.

Failing the civil service examination results in an

automatic cadet termination, there are no re-tests (Houston

Police Academy, 1994).



Table 12

Percentage of Achievement Levels by Qroips Based on
Civil Service Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 44.03 20.31 38.00

Very Good 52.20 70.31 50.00

Satisfactory 3.77 9.38 12.00

Failure 0 0 0

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The listed

achievement levels regarding the civil service score ranges

are as follows: Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89,

Satisfactory 70-79, and Failure 0-69. Failing the civil

service examination results in an automatic termination of a

cadet, there are no re-tests (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Therefore, based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and found that

there was a statistically significant difference between

Group 1 & Group 2. However, the investigator must accept

the null hypothesis that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 2 & Group 3 or Group 1

& Group 3 on civil service scores.

Ho,: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who have (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

academic average scores.

The following findings are based on the cadets

military/college experience and their academic average

scores using a one-way ANOVA at the .05 significance level.

The independent variable was the cadets military/college

status and the dependent variable was the academic average

scores. The lowest average score was 74 while the highest

average score was 98.

As shown in Table 13, there was a statistically

significant difference between the several groups on
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academic averages (F=5.99, df= 2/270, p<.05). The'

investigator utilized a post-hoc Scheffe significance test

for statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.

Table 13

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for Academic Averages

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2

270

272

275.9854

6216.0659

6492.0513

137.9927

23.0225

5.9938

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) Mean (I) = 3.3928 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J) )

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores

from low to high list the evaluated groups. Group 1-No

military service and 60+ college hours, Group 2-Military

service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military service

and less than 59 college hours.
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Table 14

Post-hoc Sheffe Test
Academic Average Mean Scores by Groups

Groups: Mean Scores

Group 2

Group 3

Group 1*

84.7188

86.1800

87.1635

Note: * Indicates statistically significant differences

between the lowest scores and the other group(s). The

findings from Table 14 revealed that the mean scores of

Group 1, cadets with no military service and 60 or more

college hours was 87.1635. This placed Group 1 in the upper

portion of the Very Good scale. Group 2, cadets with

military service and 0 college hours has the lowest mean

score of 84.7188. Group 2 was in the mid-range of the Very

Good scale. Group 3, cadets with military service and less

than 59 college hours were in between Group 1 & 2 with a

mean score of 86.1800, slightly less than Group 1.
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Table 15

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on.
Academic Average Sco es

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 55 12 15

Very Good 93 42 29

Satisfactory 11 10 6

Failure 0 0 0

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The listed

achievement levels for academic average score ranges are as

follows: Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89, Satisfactory 70-

79, and Failure 0-69. A cadet must have an overall academic

average of 70 percent or greater to graduate from the police

academy (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Table 16

Percentage of Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Academic Average Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 34.59 18.75 30.00

Very Good 58.49 65.63 58.00

Satisfactory 6.92 15.62 12.00

Failure 0 0 0

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The listed

achievement levels for academic average score ranges are as

follows: Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89, Satisfactory 70-

79, and Failure 0-69. A cadet must have an overall academic

average of 70 percent or greater to graduate from the police

academy (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Therefore, based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and state that

there was a statistically significant difference between

Group 1 & Group 2. However, the investigator accepted the

null hypothesis that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 2 & Group 3 or Group 1

& Group 3 on academic average scores.

Hos: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who have (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

driving skill average scores.

The following findings are based on the cadets

military/college experience and their driving skill average

scores using a one-way ANOVA at the .05 significance level.

The independent variable was the cadets military/college

status and the dependent variable was the driving skill

average scores. The lowest average score was 54 while the

highest average score was 97.

As shown in Table 17, there was not a statistically
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significant difference between the several groups on driving

skill performance (F.1.04, df= 2/270, p>.05). The

investigator utilized a post-hoc Scheffe significance test

for statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.

Table 17

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for Driving Skills

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups 2 113.3103 56.6552 1.0422

Within Groups 270 14678.0743 54.3632

Total 272 14791.3846

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) - Mean (I) = 5.2136 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J) )

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores are

listed from low to high according to the evaluated groups.

Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours, Group 2-

Military service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 college hours.
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Table 18

Post-hoc Scheffe Test
Driving_5kill Average Mean Scores by Groups

Groups: Mean Scores

Group 3

Group 1

Group 2

85.1800

84.0943

83.1719

Note: The SPSS 6.1 statistical program did not find any

statistical difference between any of the three groups at

the .05 level. The findings reveal that Group 3 cadets who

have military service and less than 59 college hours had the

largest mean score at 85.1800. This places Group 3 in the

mid-portion of the Very Good scale. Group 1, cadets with no

military service and 60 or more college had the second

highest mean score at 84.0943. Group 1 was also located in

the mid-portion of the Very Good scale. And Group 2, cadets

with military service and 0 college hours had the lowest

mean score of 83.1719. This group like the other two groups

was also located in the mid-portion of the Very Good scale.
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Table 19

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Driving Skill Average Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 38 14 16

Very Good 79 29 23

Satisfactory 39 19 10

Unsatisfactory 3 2 1

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The listed

achievement levels for driving skills average score ranges

are as follows: Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89,

Satisfactory 70-79, and Unsatisfactory 0-69. A cadet with an

average score of below 70 percent must remediate their

driving skill average to at least 70 percent in order to

graduate (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Table 20

Percentage of Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Driving Skill Average Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 23.90 21.87 32.00

Very Good 49.69 45.31 46.00

Satisfactory 24.53 29.69 20.00

Unsatisfactory 1.88 3.13 2.00

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The listed

achievement levels for driving skill average score ranges

are as follows: Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89,

Satisfactory 70-79, and Unsatisfactory 0-69 (Houston Police

Academy, 1994).
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Therefore, based on the three differing statistical

tests performed the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis and found that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 1 & Group 2, Group 2 &

Group 3, or Group 1 & 3 in relation to driving skill average

scores.

Hob: A one-way ANOVA was performed investigating the

statistical difference between cadets who have (1)

no military service but with sixty hours or more

college credit, (2) military service and 0 hours

of college credit, and (3) military service and 1-

59 hours of college credit in regard to their

firearms skill average scores.

The following findings are based on the cadets

military/college experience and their firearms skill average

scores using a one-way ANOVA at the .05 significance level.

The independent variable was the cadets military/college

status and the dependent variable was the firearms skill

average scores. The lowest average score was 48 while the

highest average score was 98.

As shown in Table 21, there was a statistically

significant difference between the several groups on



firearms skills performance (F=3.81, df= 2/270, p<.05). The

investigator utilized a post-hoc Scheffe significance test

for statistical significance to determine where the greatest

difference occurred.

Table 21

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Summary for Firearms Skills

Source D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between Groups 2 496.4850 248.2425 3.8148

Within Groups 270 17569.7421 65.0731

Total 272 18066.2271

Note: The difference between two means is significant if

Mean (J) - Mean (I) = 5.7041 {Range} SQRT (1/N(I) + 1/N(J) )

with the following value(s) for range: 3.48. Mean scores are

listed from low to high according to the evaluated groups.

Group 1-No Military service and 60+ college hours, Group 2-

Military service and 0 college hours, and Group 3-Military

service and less than 59 college hours.
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Table 22

Post-hoc Sc effe Test

Groups Mean Scores

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3*

84.6038

86.0156

88.1600

Note: * Indicates statistical significance between the

lowest scores and the other group(s). The findings revealed

that Group 3, cadets who had military service and less than

59 college hours had the largest mean score of 88.1600. This

placed Group 3 in the upper portion of the Very Good scale.

Group 2, cadets with military service and 0 college hours

had the next highest mean score of 86.0156. Group 2 fell in

the mid-portion of the Very Good scale. And Group 1, cadets

with no military service and 60 or more college had the

lowest mean at 84.6038. However, Group 1 mean scores were

still in the Very Good scale.
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Table 23

Achievement Levels by Groups Based on
Firearms Skill Average Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 51 24 27

Very Good 78 29 17

Satisfactory 19 9 6

Unsatisfactory 11 2 0

Group n 159 64 50

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed achievement levels regarding the

firearms skill average score ranges are as follows:

Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89, Satisfactory 70-79, and

Failure 0-69. Failure to achieve a passing score by a cadet

results in a recommendation of termination from the police

academy (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Table 24

-
.4_ _ .__. Of

Firearms Skill Average Scores

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Excellent 32.08 37.50 54.00

Very Good 49.05 45.31 34.00

Satisfactory 11.95 14.06 12.00

Failure 6.92 3.13 0.00

Pct. by Group 100% 100% 100%

Note: Group 1-No military service and 60+ college hours,

Group 2-Military service and no college hours and, Group 3-

Military service and less than 59 college hours. The three

cadet groups were placed into four differing levels of

achievement. The listed achievement levels regarding the

firearms skill average score ranges are as follows:

Excellent 90-100, Very Good 80-89, Satisfactory 70-79, and

Failure 0-69. Failure to achieve a passing score by a cadet

results in a recommendation of termination from the police

academy (Houston Police Academy, 1994).
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Therefore, based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and found that

there was a statistically significant difference between

Group 3 & Group 1. However, the investigator accepted the

null hypothesis and stated that there is not a statistically

significant difference between Group 2 & Group 3 or Group 2

& Group 1 in relation to firearms skill average scores.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ax
The Houston Police Department has always been

considered a leader in police training in the State of

Texas. In fact, the Houston Police Department has graduated

173 classes since Cadet Class #1 graduated over fifty years

ago in April 1948. This is a significant period of time

because state legislated basic training did not occur until

September 1970. It is with that spirit that the Houston

Police Department has sought to recruit and train willing

individuals to become police officers for the City of

Houston.

This research sought to determine if there was a

significance difference on performance levels between cadets

who had been admitted to the Houston Police Academy either

on their college experience or their military service. The
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results have shown that there was a statistically

significant difference in the cadets performance on their

reading comprehension scores, state licensing scores, civil

service scores, academic average scores, and firearms skill

average scores. Yet, only nine cadets were terminated in the

five classes studied for failure to pass minimal academic or

skill areas within the police academy. Of those nine cadets,

five had the college requirements and four were military

veterans. The remaining 273 individuals were not eliminated

from the investigation and successfully graduated from the

Houston Police Academy between 1992 and 1996.

The research also revealed that there was not a

statistically significant difference between any of the

groups in relation to their driving skill average scores.

This can probably be best explained that all applicants must

have a driver's license before they become cadets in the

Houston Police Academy. Another reason was that the driving

skill standards taught at the police academy over the six-

month training are unique, which brought them up to a

similar level (O'Keefe, 1989) .

The investigation was carried out using ratio data and

statistically evaluated using a one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) test. By utilizing the ANOVA testing process the
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investigator was able to determine (1) strength between

independent and dependent variables and (2) strength among

three independent variables.

The significance level for the investigation was set at the

.05 level. The ANOVA test allows the investigator to examine

how much the independent variables affect these dependent

variables individually and between the defined groups. The

sample n=273 was taken from five classes, one for each year

between 1992 and 1996.

Findings

The investigator followed in general the established

methodology of Kerlinger (1986) and Borg and Gall 1996) in

conducting this research. Therefore, the research findings

should be comparatively accurate and will generalize to a

larger population with caution. The entire population

included all of the cadets between 1992 and 1996 who had

either sixty semester hours of college and no military

service or had military service and less than sixty hours of

college semester hours. The following statements were made

regarding each of the six investigated hypotheses in the

dissertation.
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Hol: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and

found that there was a statistically significant

difference on reading comprehension scores between

cadets who had no military and 60 or more hours of

college and cadets who had military and 0 hours of

college. This finding was also true with cadets

who had military and 0 hours of college and cadets

who had military and 1-59 hours of college.

However, the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis that there is not a statistically

significant difference between cadets who had no

military and 60 or more hours of college and

cadets who had military and 1-59 hours of college

in regard to reading comprehension scores.

Hoe: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and

found that there was a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more hours of college and cadets who had

military and 0 hours of college in regard to state
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licensing scores. However, the investigator

accepted the null hypothesis that there was not a

statistically significant difference between

cadets who had military and 0 college hours and

cadets who had military and 1-59 college hours in

regard to state licensing scores. Additionally,

the investigator accepted the null hypothesis that

there was not a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more college hours and cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to state

licensing scores.

Ho3: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and

found that there was a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more hours of college and cadets who had

military and 0 hours of college in regard to civil

service scores. However, the investigator accepted

the null hypothesis that there was not a

statistically significant difference between
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cadets who had military and 0 college hours and

cadets who had military and 1-59 college hours in

regard to state licensing scores. Additionally,

the investigator accepted the null hypothesis that

there was not a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more college hours and cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to civil

service scores.

Ho4: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and

found that there was a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more hours of college and cadets who had

military and 0 hours of college in regard to

academic average scores. However, the investigator

accepted the null hypothesis that there was not a

statistically significant difference between

cadets who had military and 0 college hours and

cadets who had military and 1-59 college hours in

regard to academic average scores. Additionally,
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the investigator accepted the null hypothesis that

there was not a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more college hours and cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to

academic average scores.

Hoy: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator accepted the null hypothesis and

found that there was not a statistically

significance difference between any of the three

groups investigated. These groups included cadets

who had no military service and 60 or more college

hours, cadets who had military and 0 college

hours, and cadets who had military and 1-59

college hours.

Hob: Based on the statistical tests performed the

investigator rejected the null hypothesis and

found that there was a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had military and 1-

59 college hours and cadets who had no military
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and 60 or more college hours in regard to firearms

skill average scores. However, the investigator

accepted the null hypothesis and found that there

was not a statistically significant difference

between cadets with military and 0 college hours

and cadets with military and 1-59 college hours in

regard to firearms skill scores. Additionally, the

investigator accepted the null hypothesis that

there was not a statistically significant

difference between cadets who had no military and

60 or more college hours and cadets who had

military and 0 college hours in regard to firearms

skill scores.

Finally, the investigator has attempted to present the

research in a non-judgmental context of letting the data and

statistical analysis speak for itself. The data indicate

that there are areas of statistically significant

differences; however, the failure rate is fairly equal. It

was pointed out earlier in this chapter that only nine

cadets were terminated for academic reasons, among them five

cadets admitted on their academic experience and four cadets

are military veterans.
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Discussion

The premise of the investigation was to seek and/or

verify beliefs regarding the exemption policy by the City of

Houston as to whether or not there are statistically

significant differences between Houston Police cadets who

were admitted to the police academy via the military waiver.

In the discussion phase, the investigator supported the

findings with literature in regard to each of the

hypotheses.

In Hypothesis One, the investigator rejected the null

hypothesis and found that there was a statistically

significant difference on reading comprehension scores

between Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60 or more

hours of college and Group 2 cadets who had military and 0

hours of college. This finding was also true with Group 2

cadets who had military and 0 hours of college and Group 3

cadets who had military and 1-59 hours of college. However,

the investigator accepted the null hypothesis that there is

not a statistically significant difference between Group 1

cadets who had no military and 60 or more hours of college

and Group 3 cadets who had military and 1-59 hours of

college in regard to reading comprehension scores.

This hypothesis had the greatest of the disparities,
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8.94370 mean score points separated Group 2 cadets who had

military and 0 college hours and Group 1 cadets who had no

military and 60 or more college hours. According to Campa

(1993) the reading comprehension scores are the strongest

predictor of how well a cadet will do in the police academy.

This investigator validates Campa's dissertation hypothesis

and supports his work in the area of reading comprehension.

Group 3 cadets who had military and 1-59 college hours fell

in between the other two groups.

In Hypothesis Two, the investigator rejected the null

hypothesis and found that there was a statistically

significant difference between Group 1 cadets who had no

military and 60 or more hours of college and Group 2 cadets

who had military and 0 hours of college in regard to state

licensing scores. However, the investigator accepted the

null hypothesis that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 2 cadets who had

military and 0 college hours and Group 3 cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to state licensing

scores. Additionally, the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis that there was not a statistically significant

difference between Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60

or more college hours and Group 3 cadets who had military
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and 1-59 college hours in regard to state licensing scores.

This hypothesis presented a disparity of 2.6097 mean

score points which gave a .05 statistically significant

difference between Group 2 cadets who had military and 0

college hours and Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60

or more college hours. This hypothesis had the fourth

largest disparity between the highest and lowest groups.

The significant level between those with higher

education and those with military alone supports Adams

(1998) findings. Adams found that while reading

comprehension scores is a stronger indicator of scores on

the state licensing test that the amount of higher education

a cadet had also plays a critical role.

In Hypothesis Three, the investigator rejected the null

hypothesis and found that there was a statistically

significant difference between Group 1 cadets who had no

military and 60 or more hours of college and Group 2 cadets

who had military and 0 hours of college in regard to civil

service scores. However, the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis that there was not a statistically significant

difference between Group 2 cadets who had military and 0

college hours and Group 3 cadets who had military and 1-59

college hours in regard to state licensing scores. In
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addition, the investigator accepted the null hypothesis that

there was not a statistically significant difference between

Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60 or more college

hours and Group 3 cadets who had military and 1-59 college

hours in regard to civil service scores.

This hypothesis presented a disparity of 2.6623 mean

score points which gave a .05 statistically significant

difference between Group 2 cadets who had military and 0

college hours and Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60

or more college hours. This hypothesis had the third largest

disparity between the highest and lowest groups. These

findings could be supported by the fact that the civil

service test is given toward the end of the cadets training

at the academy and all groups have prepared the same length

of time, taken similar notes, heard the same lectures, and

taken the same primary examinations. Other research could

not be located that examined civil service examinations or

scores, so the investigators findings must stand alone until

they are replicated in a similar type of study.

In Hypothesis Four, the investigator rejected the null

hypothesis and found that there was a statistically

significant difference between Group 1 cadets who had no

military and 60 or more hours of college and Group 2 cadets
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who had military and 0 hours of college in regard to

academic average scores. However, the investigator accepted

the null hypothesis that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 2 cadets who had

military and 0 college hours and Group 3 cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to academic

average scores. Additionally, the investigator accepted the

null hypothesis that there was not a statistically

significant difference between Group 1 cadets who had no

military and 60 or more college hours and Group 3 cadets who

had military and 1-59 college hours in regard to academic

average scores.

This hypothesis presented a disparity of 2.4447 points

which gave a .05 statistically significant difference

between Group 2 cadets who had military and 0 college hours

and Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60 or more

college hours. This hypothesis had the fifth largest

disparity between the highest and lowest groups.

Oettmeier (1982) found a statistical correlation

between a cadet's educational level and his/her academic

scores. The findings of this investigation are consistent

with Oettmeier's statistical analysis and support his

findings regarding educational levels and academic averages.
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In Hypothesis Five, the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis and found that there was not a statistically

significance difference between any of the three groups

investigated. These groups included Group 1 cadets who had

no military service and 60 or more college hours, Group 2

cadets who had military and 0 college hours, and Group 3

cadets who had military and 1-59 college hours.

This hypothesis presented a disparity of 2.0081 points,

which did not provide a statistically significant difference

at the .05 level between any groups. Therefore, it has the

least disparity between the groups.

The findings could presumably be justified since one of

the requirements to join the Houston Police Department is a

valid driver's license. Another explanation may have been

that the driving skills taught at the law enforcement

academies are unique to law enforcement and not generally

used elsewhere. O'Keefe's (1989) dissertation supports the

concept of a unique type of training that is required for

police officers. In his findings, O'Keefe describes the

unusual driving differences between a police officer who

periodically needs to speed, run red lights, etc. to

apprehend a suspect and a citizen who would rarely drive in

that manner.
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In Hypothesis Six, the investigator rejected the null

hypothesis and found that there was a statistically

significant difference between Group 3 cadets who had

military and 1-59 college hours and Group 1 cadets who had

no military and 60 or more college hours in regard to

firearms skill average scores. However, the investigator

accepted the null hypothesis and found that there was not a

statistically significant difference between Group 2 cadets

with military and 0 college hours and Group 3 cadets with

military and 1-59 college hours in regard to firearms skill

scores. Additionally, the investigator accepted the null

hypothesis that there was not a statistically significant

difference between Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60

or more college hours and Group 2 cadets who had military

and 0 college hours in regard to firearms skill scores.

This hypothesis presented a disparity of 3.5562 mean

score points which gave a .05 statistically significant

difference between Group 3 cadets who had military and 1-59

college hours and Group 1 cadets who had no military and 60

or more college hours. This hypothesis had the second

largest disparity between the highest and lowest groups. The

findings supported Kindel's (1997) research that military

veterans, particularly cadets who were military officers



and, therefore, had some hours of college are familiar and

experienced with weapons and shoot well.

Conclusions

This investigation researched six hypotheses in

relation to educational levels versus military service. The

investigation measured the performance of certain critical

policing tasks by cadets. Based on the findings of this

investigation, the following conclusions were drawn.

1. It was concluded that cadets without military service

and 60 or more hours of college performed better than

cadets with military service and no college when reading

comprehension scores were examined. Similarly, cadets

without military service and 60 or more hours of college

performed better than cadets with military service and

59 or less college hours in reading comprehension

scores.

2. As to state licensing scores, it can be concluded that

cadets without military service and 60 or more semester

hours of college performed better than cadets with

military service and no college.

3. The investigator concluded that in terms of civil

service scores that cadets without military service and
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60 or more semester hours of college performed better

than cadets with military service and no college.

4. Regarding academic average scores, it was concluded that

cadets without military service and 60 or more semester

hours of college performed better than cadets with

military service and no college.

5. It can be concluded that the number of college hours or

whether or not the cadet possesses prior military

service does not affect driving skill average scores.

6. In regards to firearms skill average scores, cadets with

military service and 59 or less semester hours of

college performed better than cadets with 60 or more

hours of college and no military service.

Recommendations

This investigation endeavored to seek new knowledge in

the field of law enforcement training. The information

gleaned also assisted in the development in the body of

research for this growing field. The aim of the

investigation was to simply determine the statistical

differences in the level of achievement between cadets who

entered the police academy based on either their educational

or military experience. The specific recommendations that
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the investigator had are as follows:

1. It is recommended that a higher education requirement be

mandatory even for those with military service. The

exact number of hours that should be required needs to

be investigated through an independent study directed at

researching semester hours as variables. While it is

true military veterans without college graduated at a

similar rate as those with college, they consistently

scored lower throughout the academy academically.

2. It is recommended that additional research be conducted

in the area of law enforcement training. Specifically,

further research should include new variables that might

affect an individual level of performance, i.e. age,

marital status, or discipline received.

3. It is recommended that this study be replicated in other

police departments, because it is only through research,

debate, and evaluation that the field of law enforcement

will progress in its attempt to become a professional

occupation.

4. It is suggested that follow up research be conducted two

years after the cadets graduate from the academy. This

information would extend the investigation into the
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various differences between the performance levels

between those cadets who entered the academy based on

their educational credentials versus those who entered

on the military service waiver.
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Appendix A

Permission Letters
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TO: C. 0. Bradford

MY OF HO STON
INTER OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

FRO 1: T. Johnson, Training Administrator

Chief of Police Training Division

VIA: R. E. Adains, Administration Manager
Training Division

M. D. Graham, Captain
Training Division

F. E. Yorek, Assistant Chief
Professional Development Command

J. L. Dotson, Assistant Chief
Administrative Coordinator

DATE: July 10, 1997

SUBJECT: Disserta;on Data Collection

This correspondence is in reference to our conversation at Donna Blount's retirement party
concerning my dissertation. I have been given permission to begin the process to collect data
by Dr. Lillian Poats, Chairperson of my dissertation committee. As part of that process, I

need you to formally approve my data collection at the academy.

The data that I will capture will include the following variables:

Independent Data:
Reading Comprehension Test Scores
TCLEOSE Scores
Civil Service Scores
Academic Average Scores
Driving Average S " Scores
Firearms Average Scores

Dependent Data:
No Military Service 60 College Hours
Military Service & 0 College Hours
Military Service & 1.29 Cone Hours
Military Service & 30-59 College Hours

To protect the anonymity of the cadets no names will be captur
Additionally, all (5) cadet classes w* be chosen at random fro
in 1992 and ending in 1996.
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C. O. Bre. ord 2 July 10, 1997

It has been over five years since the department instituted the military waiver for entrance into
the police academy. This dissertation will compare and contrast the two groups based on their
achievement levels.

Once I have completed my findings, I will forward them to your office for your inspection
prior to publication. Your approval of this dissertation means a great deal to me and hopefully
will make a contribution to the field of law enforcement.

Should you have any further questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at
281-230-2411.
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ajor James E. Ind& (Ret. U.S.
Houston olio Academy

Civ Man Supervisor
Houston Police Department

281430-2300

October 2, 1997

Thomas A. Johnson
Doctoral Student
Texas Southern University
Houston, Texas

Dear Mr. Johnson:

rmy)

This correspondence is in reference to our conversation on September 30, 1997
regarding how well cadets with military service compare to cadets who have no
military service and sixty hours college credit.

It is my belief, based on my military service, HPD service, and educational
credentials (Masters Degree) that police cadets with sixty hours or more college
credit hours will do quite a bit better on academic tests. On the other hand,

cadets with military service should do much better on the skill's portion of the

academy, which includes firearms and drivers training. Finally, I suspect cadets

who possess military service and a few hours of college will fall somewhere
between the two extreme groups.

Should you require any further information, please feel free to contact me.

/. r43--s1. Kindel
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C get Counselor
Houston Police Ac '<ferny

281-230-2300
obbie Phel s, M.A., M.Ed.

October 9, 1997

Tom Johnson
Training Administrator
Houston Police Academy
17000 Aldine Westfield Rd.
Houston, Texas 77073

Dear Mr. Johnson:

The Reading Comprehension Test (RC7) scores play a vital role in determining who can

enter the Houston Police Academy as a police trainee. The current minimal RCT score
to enter the academy has been validated and is set at 15.

The RCT score is also a good indicator of how well the police cadet will perform
academically. As per your request, I have divided the RCT scores into four levels of
achievement based on my years of experience.

1. Excellent : 28-30
2. Very good: 24-27
3. Satisfactory: 21-23
4. Minimum: 15-20

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Q)e-J1/43-A.g.-DA3-ir'"
Robbie Phelps, Counselor
Houston Police Academy
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D C. Jim Dozier
Executive Director

T X S
C M ISSION LA ENF.0 CE EMT

OFFICER STAN BARDS AND EDUC TION
6330 U.S. Highway 290 East, Suite 200 Austin, Texas 78723 Fax 512-08-3038

October 3, 1997

Phone: 512-450-0188

Mr. Tom Johnson
Houston Police Academy
17000 Aldine-Westfield
Houston, Texas 77073

Dear Mr. Johnson:

This correspondence is in reference to our conversation at the Texas Commission on

Law Enforcement, Training Coordinator's Workshop in San Antonio, Texas. I have

broken the performance level of the Basic Peace Officer Licensing Examination into
four distinct categories. The levels of achievement are as follows:

87-100 Excellent
77-86 Very Good

o 70-76 Satisfactory
0-69 Unsatisfactory

The Peace Officer Licensing Examination is the validated method used to determine

the basic knowledge level of an individual seeking a peace officer license in the State

of Texas. The curriculum that must be taught in order to qualify to take the examination

is a minimum of 560 hours, over a myriad of objectives and skills.

If you have any further questions, please call.

Sincerely,

Kenneth R. Sander
Director
Examinations Division
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Appendix B

Law Enforcement Statistical Data
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U.S. Department ofivattce
Office of Justice Programs
Bureau of Justice Statistics

OilliriwiWileitffillisliPittiRfliggilA !AI 111,1.11{281, ArtIVI!"..SIROMMICII* AINNAWR ;Mita

for Individ State
Agencies

or More akit. cers

By f.j Irian A. Reaves, Ph.D.
BIS Statistician

and

my Z. Smith, Ph.D.
JS Statistician

Sep= NCS-1
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Requsrementa far now odour recru66
Minimum S4UCI3XCl/XX f61#16170711SIX

4.yeer 2lose Ni00
college college Sane =hoot Residency Number al training hours required

County Name at agency degree degree caeca' dickens requirement Total Class Field

ALABAMA

Etowah Gadsden Polka
Houston Dothan Poke
Jefferson Mason County Sheen
Jefferson °immanent Police
Madison Hummers Police
Motile Mobile Comer Share
Mobile Mobile Poem
Moregornary Montgomery Comfy Sheer
Montgomery Montgomery Poke
TIACW006111 Tusameass Police

ALASKA

Anchorage Anchonsge POWs)

ARCIONA

Manama Mer loom County Sheer
Markope Chsndier Police
Morioka Mende* Poke
Manama Mesa Poke
Maricom Phoenix Poke
Mereope Soottedsie Patio,
Marioape Temps Piece
Pets Piro County Shoe
Piens Tuccon Polio
Pea Pink County Sherd

ARICANSA8

Jefferson Pine °tuff Poles
Pulaski Pulaski County Slung
Dieted LIM' Roca Poke
Pulaski North Little Rock Police
Se khan Port Smith Poem

CASJPORNSA

Alameda Manual Casey Shertff
Alameda Berkeley Poke
Alameda Premiere Polke
Alameda Hayward Pekoe
Alameda Oakland Pekoe
Conga Costa Coen Coax County Shea
Cadre Costa Coaxed Police
Corers Coke Richmond Police
El Canada El Dorado Camay 3hen2
Fresno Fresno County Stowe
Fresno Proem Pete
kern Kern Camay Merl!
Kern ...terelleAl Pen.,
1.03 Afire= UM Arq5za Coup, Mktg
Los Angeles Bever* Fels Peke
Los Masks babes* Poke
Los Angeles Compton Poke
Los Amalie COM City Poke
1.03 Ang Otmaicy Poke
Las Angeles el Make Poke
Lee Angeles Glendale Poke
Las Angeles Ingimotal Poke
Los Angeles Long Beech Police
Los Angeles Los Angeles Poke
Los Angeles Los Angel.. APpor1 Polies
Las Angeles Las Angeks School Poke
Los Medea Pasadena Poke
Lee Angeles PIXTORIO Police
Los Angeles Seats Monica Pollee
Las Angeles Tonnes Poke
Loa Angela West Cosine Pollee
Merin Menn County Sheaf
Monterey PROMOtel Cowry Meal
Mosserisy Seances Poke

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

C

C

M
C
0

410
1.360

480
1,200
1.240

GOO

1,120
500

240
320
480
720
760
460
840
240

X o no 720
X 1.102 712

X 1.400 040

X 1,040 640
X 1.000 520
X 1.120 640
X 1.150 640
X C 920. sec

X 920 440
X 1,000 680
X 1,190 080
X 1,100 040
X 0 440 440

X o soo 320
X COO 320
X 9 1,120 640
X 1,360 400
X o 660 400

X 1,499 809
X 1,360 MO

X 1,700 000
X 1,040 500
X 740 655
X 0 560 80

X . 320 0
X - 1,380 760

X 640 400
X 1.152 672
X - era 0

X C 1,077 517
X 0 1.320 040
X 043 049

X 1,400 720
X 020 720
X 000 720
X 720 720
X 0130 425
X 1.306 726
X 0 004 100
X 1,000 CO
X 2.000 IMO
X 1,011 971
X 1.224 024
X 1.530 730
X ties 700
X 1880 729
X 720 420
X 1,040 640

X - MOO coo
X 1.130 656
X 1,040 500
X 1.267 707
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240
1,040

0
400
440
320
480
320

0
460

SHO

400
480
480
520
490
460
320
400
520

0

03
480
MO
903
480
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County Named agency

Requirements for rim °Mow manes
Minimum educational requirement

4-year 2.mar Huh
collage =Sege Scams caked Residency
degree =Ores ce6e01 fticimo requiem s's

Number of mining hours requited
Teel Class Field

CAUF0FURA (cont.)

Orange Crams County Shertlf-C,oroner X 868Orange °nohow+ Police X 1.660Orange Brea Polio, X 1.320Orange Corm Mom Polio, X S 1,320Orange Fullerton Police X 1,300Orange Garden Reeve Polies X o 56DOrem* NuMbeltan Beech Poles X 660Orange Irene Polka X 1.400Orange Newport Beach Pollee X 1.300Orange Orange Pace X 1.450Orange Santa Ma Polley X 0 1.528Riverside Riveraide County Sheriff X 1.420Rberside Corona Poles X S 1.340RM111260 Aneroid* Ponce X 800Sacramento Sacramento County Shertff X 861Sacramento Sacramento Police X - o 1.760San Bernardiro San Bernardino County Sheet X 1.000
San BernierditIO Fatten. POODI X 1.400San Bernardino Oman Poke X 520San Bernardino Rialto Policia X 0 1,360San Bernardino San Bernardino Polio. X 176San Csepo San Otago County Sheriff X 1.120San Otago Chula Vista Pogoo X 944San Diego El Crean Polio, X 1,420Son 13613 Boom:2= Pcigoa X 1.000San Diego Oceanside Polka X 1,120San Diego San Maim Pollee X o 1,738San Oiago San Diego Harter Patios X 060San Francisco Son Francisco Police X til 1,200San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Trued Police X 1,440San Francisco San Francisco Airport Police X 1.360San Joaquin San Joaquin County Sherd! X 1,760San Joaquin Stockton Polio, X 0 1.096San Luis Obispo San Luis Obispo County Sheriff X
San Mateo San Medea County Sheriff X 1.206San Mates Oaty City Police X 1,260
Santa Barbara Santa Barbara County Sheriff X 1.158Santa Barbara Santa Barbara Pollee X 1.528
Santa Clara Santa Clara County Sheati X 1.300
Santa Clara San Jean Pollee X 0 1.400Santa Clara Santa Clara Potion X 580Santa Clara Sunnyvale; Police X 1,168
Santa Cruz Santa Crur County Sheriff X 1.300Solana Vallejo Police - X 689Sonoma Sonoma County Sheriff-Coronar X 1218Sonoma Santa Rosa Police X 0 1 .200
Stases/atm Startetaus County Sheriff - X 1.040
Stamalsue Msdasto Police X 1,440Tulare Tubes County Sheriff X 951
Venture Ventura Canty Strom X 1.202
Ventura Oxnard Pogoa X 10130
Ventura Simi %ready Pc to X
Ventila Ventura Peke X 1,09

COLORADO

Mures AftrIVEI C011119$1SIWIel X 0Alone Westminster Police
Arapaho, Areaahao Counly Shall
Arapahoe Aurora Poke
Boulder Boulder Polesie
00fIVEI Owner Police
El Paso El Pecs Comp Sheriff
El Paso Colorado Syringe Polio,
Jefferson Jefferson County Sheriff
Jefferson Arcola Polo*
Jefferson Lake:wed Polka
Lamar Lamm County Sheriff
United Fort Coarra Peace
PUSISED Puebla Police

400 40
it 1,050 520

X 822 422
X 1,440 500

X 1.060 500
X DA 1.593 1.033
X 360 340
X 935 375
X 761 521

X 890 400
X 1,200 680

X C COO 240
X 860 400
X
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Courtly Name of menet

Requirements for new offlow recruits
lienimurn efunniOnal naquelnnuint

Residency Number or training hours required
amer
=dabs

"Om

2yeer
weep
44We*

Soma
canoes'

High
school
dWorna roquonornenl Teel Clan Few

compeacnctrr

Padfield Bridgersori Poke X 1,442 602 480
Perfekt Danbury Poke X 240 200 40
Fairfield Orearnech Police X 460
Fairfield Norwalk Poke x 0 640 600 240
Fairfield Standard Poke X 047 567 ao
Hartford Based Poke x 460
Hartford East Harald Poke x 60 60 0
Hartford Hankie Poke X tom 600 200
Hartford Hen Bream Poke X o 460 60 400
Hertford Wen Hartford Police x o 1.120 360 560
New Pleven Meriden Poles X 500 400 160
Has Haven Word Police X 0 720 160
MP" Hewn Wswitury Poke X 070 666 CO

New Haven Wed Hawn Poke x
OBLAWARB

Haw Castle Now Cask Courtly Police X 1,172 652 320
New Castle Wilmington Polio, 1,440 720 720

OtSTRIC7 OP 024.914236

Washington. D.C. Washington Metnspotiten Police X 0 1.364 794 580
Washington. D.C. Mebo Traftait Police
Washington, D.C. bectrobotten Airy:arts Authority

X 1.400 1.000 400
X 560 460 80

FLORIDA

ALSCIlita Alachua County Sheriff X C 640 320 320
Alachua Gaines* We Poke X 660 700 160

Bay Bay County SPAM X c 660 560 400
Onward &ward County SAWS X C 1.520 600 720

&ward Melbourne Peke X -- 640
13f0MUOI &wed County Sheriff X S 1,140 760 360
13nward Coral Springs Police X 1.260 740 520
Browne Davie Police X o 1.203 740 520

Brainerd Fort Lauderdale Poke x 1.265 745 520
Broverd Hollywood Police X 1.260 740 520
Broword Pembroke Passe Poke X 1219 739 460
Osavared Ptantation Police X 20 24 4

Brovierd POM14210 Beach Police X o 729 80 640
Braved Sunrise Polio* X 1,140 740 400
Charlotte Cher lofts County Sheriff X S 020 608 12

Cline Clbus Co way Skate X S 1.060 600 460

Clay Clay Coady Sheri X 560 40 520
Collar Coak Courtly Shoe X S 1,110 500 520
Dade MetroDecle Police X c 1,336 1,210 120
Dade Coral Gables Poke X s 1.200 720 480
Clcds Pce-bo X 1.400 720 900
Dada Waal Point X 1.460 840 040
Dads Mann Cone: Poke x =I OGO 240
Duval Jae:ear:Me Sher67 x 1.360 70 570
Etscanatti Estimable Cowin staria x 1,160 020 480

x 1240 COO 640Escambie Penesoots Police
Henteauto Hernando County Sherd x c 1.103 025 4C0

Hillsborough tiLesterousts County Share X c 1.000 540 546

Pli lishonsugh Tame Poke X 1.320 560 760

When Rem Malice Riser Candy Sherd X 1,160 640 520

Woo Lab County Share X c eco
Lee Lea Cow" Shar61 x s 1,100 600 500

Lc* Cepa Corsi Peke x - 1.070 620 450

Lee Port Pk= Poke X C 1.120 645 400

Leon Lem County Sher61 X C eco
Lean Tallatawass Poke x - 1200 640 560
tamatea Matostee County SPerel X 1.404 776 668

Marion Merlon Cowin Sherri X c 1.050 650 400
Marian Oasts Police x o 1.140 600 480
Marlin Marlin County Shwa x o 1.280 760 520

Monroe Monroe Cowin Sheriff x C 840 520 320

BlESTCOPYAVAOLABLE
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Cou_

FLORIDA (cant.)

Name or 000.C1

Requitemertte (Or ISM officer =rues
Minimum seuestionar remarement

'year 2year KO
Dailies collage Some school Remtlertay
degree degree cobege' #.4 pkyrra rOCAINEMSIII

Olosioosa Oklahoma County Shea
Orange Orange County Sheriff
Orange Orlando Police
Osowda Oscoote County Sheriff
Palm Beach Palm Basch County Shorn
Palm Beech Boca Raton Police
Perm Beach Boynton Beech Police
Palm Beach Delray Beech Pollee
Palm Clench West Palm Beech Pekoe
Pasco Pasco Goody Shutt!
Pine ilea Pinellas County Short!
Pinellas Cuervater Pokes
Pinsass Largo Police
Pinellas SI. Petersburg Police
Polk Polk County Shang
Potk Lakeland Police
St. John St. John County Sherd!
St. Lucie SI. Lucie County WWI(
SI. Lucie Pon Maros Patios
San a& Sometime/sum Sheriff
Sarasota Sarasota Pollee
Seminole Seminole County Sheriff
Valuers Volusta County Shunt(
VOILAIS Daytona Beech Police

GEORGIA

Bibb Bibb County Shear!
Bibb Macon Pekoe
Chatham Chatham County Poke
Chatham . Savannah Police
Clarke Athetts-Ctteke County Police
Chiffon Clayton County Pollee
Cobb Cobb County Police
Cobb Cobb County Sheriff .

Cobb Marietta Polio*
De Kalb De Kalb County Police
Dougherty Albany Police
Fulton Fulton County Pollee
Fulton Atlanta Poboa
OwinnetI Ovrinnell County Pap
Muscagsts Columbus Polio*
Richmond Richmond County Sheriff
Richmond Augusts Police

Number at Owning hours required
Taub Clans Field

X C 710
X 1,120
X S 1,335
X C 800
X 1,100
X 840
X 440
X 1,140

1.126
X C 840
X C 1382
X C 1,400X
x 0 1,200
X C 592
X 1,129
X c 440
X 0
X 1.190

1,330
X 1389
X 440
X 935
tt 0 700

X 240 240 0
X o 780 800 150
X 260 250 0

X S 600 280 520
X 000 250 320
X 1,160 040 520
X 1.360 800 400
X 370 280 90
X 280
X 1.040 840 400X 7= 280 480

X MO 320 400
X 000 740 240
X 632 720 162

X 1,030 500 530
X 20 10 10
X 0 929 310 500

tismaii Hawaii Courtly Potika X S 1.240 824 424Mon dale Honolulu Poffoo X S 1,73 1,240 520Kauai Kau el County Pete X S 1,1300 042 3C13trtara retea Coady Pete X C 1.M 1.2= 4C0

IDAX0

Ada Eloise Polio, X 940 300 640

9.110101.0

Cook Cook Coady Police
Cook Cook County Forest Precona
Cook Arlington 14glits Polke
Cook Chicago Pain
Cook Evanston Pat= X
Cook Oak Lawn Polio*
Cook Ot Pork Police X
Cook Soisumburg Police X
Cook Sko4os Police
Du Page Du Peas Coady Sheriff
Du Page Naperv0e Pane X
Kona Aurora Police
Kane Elgsn Patios

Lew Enfolromont Management and Adrnmstradan Stedstes. 1993

X 034
X
X 720
X 114 1,100

880
X 1,004

1.019
560

X 610
X C 800

1.1130
X coo

860

134

148
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County Name of wont

Requirements for new officer recrurta
. hanivnurn educator:al redteremunt

Residency Number of training news required

awar
cease
denies

2-yeat
extend Sena

codsge*

Hi11
school
diMornsdeem requirement Total Class Field

MAINE

Curnterrand Portend Pece X 840 450 180

MARYLAND

Anne Arundel Anne Arundel County Poke X 1,160 853 315
Anne Anomie And Podos X 1.360 000 580
Bedenore(stly) Be nmam Peon X M 1,155 948 210
Baltimore IntY) Delmore School Pollee X M 680 600 80
Barbrnore Betimes Casey Police X 1.063 920 1130
Chansa Chinas County Sheriff X C 1.360 080 480
Madord Harlon! County Sheriff X ND 762 200Havant Homed County Poke X 1,380 800 580
Momper my Mardawnery County Pettoe X 1.424 084 580Prime Georges Prince Georges County Pollee X 0 1.118 884 152
Prince Georges Prince George's Courtly Shwa X 885 805 160

MASSACHUSETTS

Bristol New Bedford Po doe X 0 840 640
CU= Lamence Police X hi 720 720
Essex Lyre, Potion X M 720 720
Hampden Chicopee Polio, X 720 720
Hampden Henske Police X 0 18 18
Hampden Spnmplekl Pees X 460 400
144141=cs Cambridge Poll.. X M 580 520 40
Middlesex Lowed Polka X m 480 480 0
Middlesex Newton Paine X 0 320 240 80
Middieses Somenede Palos X M 1,780 720 1.040
eddleassi Waltham Police X 0 1.200 720 480
Norfolk Smarts Police X 720 840 80
Norfotk Quincy Polies X 1.120 720 400
Plymouth Bretton P.O.. X M 520 520 0
SWIMS
Suffolk

Boston Police
Mara. Bay Tram) Authority

X
X

0
S

1.040
1.040

500
720

480
320

Worcesler Worcester Pollee X 560 580 0

INCHIGAN

Calhoun Bate Creek Pelee X 0 520 0 520
Genesee Flint Pollee X m 1,030 550 480
Ingham Lansing Poise X 1.210 850 580
Kalamazoo Kalamazoo Polioe X 0 720 520 200
Kent
Kant

Kent County Sherif
Grand Rapids Police

X
X

504
640

24
520

480
320

Macomb Pelson* County Shad! X 1,520 450 1.040
Macomb Sterling neghts Poke X C 1.120 4E0 840
Macomb Warren Pollee X Pa 520 520 0
Oakland Oakland Coady Sheriff X 400 180 240
Oakland Pontiac Poeta X gg 440 440 0
Oakland Soutidie3 Peso X 1.200 840 040
Oakland Troy Pena X 1.103 440 720
Segni= Seg.:env Pees X fd 1.040 450 560
Washtert= X 0 2.003 0 2.080Wash:wee CCAlley Sh=rig

Mn Arbor PokeWutdsterner X 1,440 600 580
WW1*
WW1*
W8rt5
Warm
W8Yett

Cleartitni Peace
Deane Police
Leone Polka
Taylor Peke
Westland Pace

X

X
X

X

X

f6
M
M
M

1.300
530

1.00:1
1.280

SCO
530

520
520

1300

0

580
700

VINN20010

hannespes Peso X Rd 1,120 320 800Mcnrstoin
Ramey Ramey Camay Sheriff X 0 080 480 480
Ramsay
St. Louts

St. Paul Pece
Duluth Poles

X
X

400
1,000

400
100

0
800

L113610.61PPI

Hinds Jackson Pages X C 1.440 480

Law Ent m- Manager's:int and Adrift:Ursa" Statisks, 1093

136

150
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County

NEW YORK

Nome of CaenCY

Requirements for nary Whom =wall
trtrienum OdUCEikaIlli ISCLUZIIMISTO

Aleru 2year Nigh

college colkne Soma school Rczatency Number of awning hours required
Oconee degree college* diptorna reeerement Tow Class Field

Albany Albany Police
'awry Crewe Police
Broome Binghamton Poi ice
Erie Eno County Sheriff
Erie Amberrd Patios
Erie Buffalo Pokes
Erie Cheektowaga Poike
Eno Tonawanda Pekoe
Monroe Monroe County Sheriff
MOIWOO Rochester Police
Nassau Nassau County Police
New York City Now York City Police
New York ON New York City Sheriff
New York City New York City Fite Creparenere
New York Cry New Yort City Hwang Police
New Yell City New York City School Pekoe
New York City New York City Sotral Services
New York City New York City Twee Police
New York City Long Wend Railroad Polio.
New York City Metro-North Railroad Pekoe
New York City Pori Authority el NY-14.1
Niagara teacart Palle Peke
Onondaga Onondaga County Sheriff
Onondaga Sy rues Police
Renown= Troy Pot=
Rockland Clarkatovel Police
Rockland Ramapo Police
Schenectady Schenectady Police
Suffolk Suffolk County Poke
Suffolk Suffolk County Sheriff
Weectware Weetchectar Courty Polite
Westchester M. Vernon Peke
Westehestor New Rocheoe Polies
Westchester White Plains Police
Westchester Yonkers Police

NORTH CAROLINA

Buncombe Bunconstak County Sheriff
Buncombe Astvenbe Police
Curnewland Cumberland Ccerty Share
Cumberland Payertni8e Polies
Dutton Masan County Sherif
Durham Durham Police
Forsyth Wiristen-Siam Police
Gaston Oattorla Poke
Guinea Greensboro Police
Guitked NkIti Poke Pattie
Macklardourg ChertaGe Poke
N=11 Rocky Mount Polka
New hiarterar Wiatarccei Peke
PM Orearnes Foto*
Wake Raleigh Pogo&

Buller Nonillion Pace
Clark Sprintgald Pod=
Cuyahoga Clesekand Pollee
Franklin Franklin County Share
Franklin Caturitato Polka
rtarrmatan Iternikon County Shen"
Name:Ion Ortennad POEM
Lava Toledo Pekoe
Ntshoning Youngderai Poke
Montgomery Montgorney Caney Sherd
Montgomery Dayton Poem
Stark Canton Pelee
SURWIT4 Simnel County Steal
Summit Akron Patios

X

X

X

X

X

X

M

M
C
M
DA

1240
1240

640
12443
1.340

C40
X M 1,302

X M GOO

X C 1,348
It 1.1e0

X al 1.323
X M 915

X M 129
X 0 1,602
X 0 1,500
X

X 280
X 0 1.040
X 835
X 794
X 9 900
X 14 1,400
X C 1,472
X 0 1.180
X 760
X M 1,160
X 1,360
X M 1,360
X 1,296
X C 1.092
X S 640
X 320
X 0 640
X 0 1.200
X M

X C 1,003
X 0 1,170
X C 720
X S 630
X C 1,000
X 0 905 .
X C 830
X 0 1,105
X 0 1,203
X 0 1,033
X 0 Oa
X 0 1.000
X 0
X C 000
X 0 1680

X 0 644
X C 1,060
X to 7G3

X
X 0 1,330
X C 020
X C 1,233

X M 600
X M
X 0 084
X M 1,015
X C 000
X S 568
X Of 520

Law Enforcement Management and ildnetabadve Stattoact 1993

680 580
700 480
680 160
600 440
860 480
COO 40
742 560
440 160
7411 coo
480 eao

1.083 240
915 0
120 0
360 1242

1220 200

280 0
920 120
795 40
794 0
700 200
760 640
712 760
700 MO
080 60
680 480

1,040 320
COO 560
875 420

1,322 570
600 40

0 320
480 160
880 400

RF.ST COPYAVADLAS E

138

152

500
563
160
560
480

75
510
800
580
563
175
aco

240
COO



County Memo of agency

Requirements for now officer. recruits
htintmum educational requirement

R °cadency Numbs/ of trairwin hours fOquored
. 4-year 2-year

college college Some school
degree mopes adage diploma roquirenteM Total Class Field

OKLAHOMA

Clovetond Norman Potice X 0 1,120 640 480

Commons Lemon Police X S 1,440 720 720

Oklahoma Manama CIN Poke X 1,288 700 560

Tulsa Tulsa County Sheriff X C 300 300 0

Tulsa Tube Pak* X 1,680 640 840

ORECION

Clockamsa Clackamas County Shoff X 1.040 320 720

Labs Lane County Shang X 520 380 160

Lane Empire Peke X 0 860 480 480

Manon Sateen Pialoe X 040 320 520

Munnomah Porttand Patios X 3.630 550 2,138

Washington Washington County Shah X NO 320 640

PENNSYLVANIA

Allegheny Allegftet,/ County Poke X C 520 520 0

Allegheny Pittsburgh Poke M 1,200 720 480

Bears Reeding Pollee X 1,000 520 480

Dauphin Harrisburg Police X 1.160 600 560

en. etas Patios X 0 040 640 0

Lacicavenna Scranton Patios X M SOO

Lawmen LarKaater Poke X 0 1,040 400 1.440

Litho Alisreown Polloe X 680 520 160

Mantgancxy X 0 1.040 040 400Lear Crean Tcrommtilp Pott3
Philadelphia Polio.Philadelphia X M 710 710 0

PhIbuleiphia Phltadelphie Hoeing Ponce X 0 8130 NM 0

Phltactsiehla S.E. Penn. Transit AMhonly X 1.520 COO 720

MOOR 161-0/03

Kent Weaned Polka X 480 400 00

Providence Cranston Poke X S 0,00 560 320

Prow:Woo Preactal Poles X 740 560 180

Pionclereo Ns:wide/roe Police X M 2,000 2,000 0

SOUTH CANOU346

flassdal eardd011 Coardy Shart7 X C ea 40 0

Charlacton Chavtamon County Sheen X 040 720 320

Charleston Chabot:an Poise X Egg 720 440

Chaneelon I4atln Cheesakin Polka X M goo 720 420

Oreenvele Oreeretta County SAWA X 720 720 400

Oreeryina Oroachtle Police X 2,0E0 720 1,760

Many Sorry Cow* Pao, X 1 400 50

Lexington Lextrigton County Stern X 000 40 seo

Richland RIchkriti County Shertff X ma 160 0

Rik:Mare Cane bL5 Poke X s 010 720 2E9

Sitarbanburg 9PaiNnbef0 County SADO X 3400 200 100

Speztanbura Sp: 0O Pees X C 040 720 320

BORN DAKOTA

tginnensta S Pala Poke X 0 1,040 5e0 4C0

ITIM=6,MCl

Davidson kodaite MotropoStan PoSes X C 1.920 800 1.040

Hamilton X c 4130 720 60
HarniSon Courtly Sheill
ChEttoomogo PokeHamilton X S 1340 800 560

Knee Kam County SherE7 X 400 400 0

Knox KnomiDo Poke x 000 O00 0

61345son Jackson Poke x c 320 720 3

Morrigomery ClartaiviSe Poke X C 400 60 400

Sheksy Shealy County 9her0 X C 430 O80 0

Shoes/ Merrefee Poke X C 640 649 0

Washington Johnson City PO0oll X 0 1,240 520 720

BEST COPY AVALABLE
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County

TEXAS

Horne Cl agency

Requirements for new officer recruits
Mammum ecluostanei requirement

4-year 2yeer High
college °Mktg* Some ortwol Residency
degree degree college' diploma requirement

Humes' Cl training haws required
Torsi Clogs Field

Beg ralleen Pekoe
Baser Belau County Sheriff
Saxer San Anima Police
Broome Blazons County Sherd
Cameron Brownsville Poem
Collin Plano Po Sos
Gallia Carrollton Police
Dallas Dallas Polio.
Dallas Gallas-Pl. Worth Airport Police
Dallas Ositend Polio.
Dallas Grand Prairie Police
Dallas Meng Police
Gallas Meequde Police
Gallas Richardson Patios
(Denton Denton Polio.
Eater Odessa Polio.
El Paso El Paso County Sheriff
El Paso El Peso Ponce
Pon Bend Fort Band County Sheriff
Galveston Ga Neaten County Sheriff
Galveston Galveston Police
Gregg Longview Police
Hams Kama County Sheriff
Kanto Oppose Police
Harm Houslon Polk*
Hams Pasadena Police
Hidalgo McAllen Pollee
Jeffereon Beaumont Poem
Jefferecni Port Arthur Police
Lubbock Lubbock Polio.
McLennan Waco Police
Midland Sedkand Police
Montgoniery hetnipornery County Sheriff
Names Corpus Christi Police
Potter Amarillo Pollee
Smith Tyler Poem
Tarrant Tarrant County Sheriff
Terrain Arlington Police
Tarrant Port Worth Police
Taylor Abilene Police
Torn Green San Angelo Patios
Travis Trwts County Sheriff
Trans Austin Police
Webb Laredo Polio.
Wichita Wichita Faits Police

UTAH

Sall Lake Salt Lake County Shwa
Sall LCD Salt Leta City Po :We
Water Ogden Pave

VIRG11CA

Alamaristria(city) Alemandria Police
Arlington Arlington Courtly Police
CheaapackMeitin Chesapeake Police
Chesterfield Crimean led County Pc Soo
Fairfax Fairies Caney Police
Hampton(city) Hampton Pogue
Henri= Mario* Coady Police
Loudoun Louctoun County Sheriff
Lynchburg(city) Lynchburg Police
Newport Nevagotitn Newport Naas Police
Norlokucrly) Norfolk Police
Portant/nil/001y) Portsmouth Patios
Nino) William Prince William County Police
Rochntond(cdy) Riclonond City Pobees
Roanoke(city) Roanoke City Police
Virginia Eteschgagy) Virginis Beech Police

X 1,120
X 620
X 1,710
X 1,050
X 440
X C 1.210

X 803
X 1.604

X 1.017
1,550

X 1,160
X 1,360
X 1,520

720
x 000

X 0 760
X C 1,760
X 720
X 1,120
X C 400
X C 800
X 1200
X 820

1200
1.600
1,400

X 1.323
X 1.280
X
X 1.240
X 1,276

X 1.320
X 720

0 1,680
X 1,360

x oaa
X 0 100

X 0 1.5C0
X 0 1,440
X 0 1,320
X 1,160

1,040
X 1,520

X A4 1240
X 0 1,440

X

Law Enlacement Management and Adrnmstretibv Staff. 1903

X C c4a 810 Qs
X 1200 720 CO
X 0 3CD 40 320

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

0

1,120
020
821

1200
1,104

ea*
1,40

833

sea
1,250
1,040
1,160
1,240
1,720
1200

140

154
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County Name el agency

Requirements la new &hoar recruits
Minimum educe requtredionl

Residency Number of training haunt required

awser 2.year
collage college
degree genres

Some
college'

High
echoed
diploma requirement Total Class Field

WASHINGTON

Clam Clark County Sheriff X 1,38g 603 793
King King Co. Dept. of Public Safety X 1.088 560 525
King BOdevue Polies X 1,180 700 480
King Seattle Police X 1,040 440 600
Name Dief08 County Shelia X C 1.080 600 480
Pierce Tacoma Pollee X 1,080 440 640
Snohomish Snohomish County Sherd X S 920 440 480
Snohomish Everett Police X 1,824 1,320 504
Spokane Spokane County Sheriff X 1.088 440 628
Spokane Spokane Police X 1.440 440 1.000
Yaiarne Yakima Paine X o 1,120 440 680

WEST VIRGINIA

Kanawha Charleston Police X 0 816 498 320

WISCONSIN

Brown Brown County Shari X 400 400 0
Brown Green gay Police X M 400 400 0
Dane Dane County Sheriff X 486
Dane Madman Pollee X 1,330 880 450
Korienso Kenosha Police X C 1,040 400 640
Milwaukee Milwaukee Police X 14 827 824 3
Milwaukee Wes Me Police X M 1,120 120 1.000
Racine Racine County Stienn X C 520 520 0
Racine Racine Police X S 320
Woukestua Waukesha Courtly Sheri X C 1,440 400 1,040

Nonclegree college requirements only.

Codes for tendency requirements are as lonswa:

'C'eWithM county
"A"aWithin municipality
"S".WIthin Stale
*040ther requirement
" 'aka require/rang

Data were not mooned by an *genet,.

BEST COPY AVA1ABLE
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